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North Devon Council
Brynsworthy Environment Centre
Barnstaple
North Devon EX31 3NP
K. Miles
Chief Executive.

PLANNING COMMITTEE
A meeting of the Planning Committee will be held in the Barnstaple Rugby Club on
WEDNESDAY, 11TH MAY, 2022 at 10.00 am.
(NOTE: A location plan for the Barnstaple Rugby Club is attached to the agenda
front pages. From the 7 May 2021, the law requires all councils to hold formal
meetings in person. The council is also ensuring that all venues used are Covid
secure and that all appropriate measures are put in place. There are a limited
number of spaces available for members of the public to attend. Please check the
Council’s website for the latest information regarding the arrangements that are in
place and the requirement to book a place 2 working days prior to the meeting.
Planning applications - addressing the planning committee (northdevon.gov.uk)
NOTE: Please note that copies of letters of representation have been placed on
North Devon Council’s website and are also available in the Planning Department.
ALSO: A break at lunchtime may be taken at the discretion of the Committee
dependent upon the speed of progress of determining the planning applications on
the agenda.
PARKING: Please note that the Rugby Club is a pay and display car park (£1.70
all day). Other nearby car parks are located at Mill Road Car Park (adjacent to the
Rugby Club – 40p per hour, maximum stay 3 hours), Fairview (£1.70 all day) or
Rolle Quay (£1.10 per hour for 1 – 4 hours, 24 hours - £5.00).

Members of the Planning Committee

Councillor Ley (Chair)

Councillors Chesters, Crabb, Davies, Fowler, Gubb, Jenkins, Leaver, Mack, Mackie,
Prowse, D. Spear, L. Spear, Tucker and Yabsley

AGENDA
1.

Apologies for absence

2.

To approve as correct records the minutes of the meetings held on 13th April 2022
(attached) and 25th April 2022 (to follow) (Pages 9 - 14)

3.

Items brought forward which in the opinion of the Chair should be considered by
the meeting as a matter of urgency

4.

Declaration of Interests
(Please complete the form provided at the meeting or telephone the Corporate
and Community Services Team to prepare a form for your signature before the
meeting. Items must be re-declared when the item is called, and Councillors must
leave the room if necessary)

5.

To agree the agenda between Part 'A' and Part 'B' (Confidential Restricted
Information)

PART A
6.

72859: Lee Bay Hotel, Lee, Ilfracombe, Devon EX34 8LR (Pages 15 - 88)
Part demolition and conversion, extension and alteration of existing hotel to form
17 No. dwellings; erection of 4 No. homes, erection of café facilities and
associated works, landscaping, drainage and highway works (amended/further
plans/documents). Report by the Service Manager (Development Management)
(attached).

7.

75090: 15 Westaway Close, Barnstaple EX31 1RU (Pages 89 - 98)
Extension to dwelling. To consider the report by the Planning Officer (attached).

8.

74789: Land to west of junction of Manor Road and Vicarage Road, Landkey
EX32 0JB (Pages 99 - 116)
Variation of condition 7 (access improvement works) attached to planning
permission 73430 (Variation of conditions 2 (approved plans) 3 (access
improvements) and 4 (Materials) attached to planning permission 65957 (erection
of two dwellings (amended access details to those approved by planning
permission 64024) to allow amended house design) to allow re-wording of
condition to ‘prior to occupation’ (amended description). To consider the report by
the Senior Planning Officer (attached).

9.

Appeals Report (Pages 117 - 120)
To consider the appeals report. Report by the Senior Planning Support Officer
(attached).

PART B (CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED INFORMATION)
Nil.

If you have any enquiries about this agenda, please contact Corporate and
Community Services, telephone 01271 388253
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NOTE: Pursuant to Part 3, Annexe 1, paragraph 1 of the Constitution, Members
should note that:
"A Member appointed to a Committee or Sub-Committee who:
(a)
(b)

Arrives at a meeting during the consideration of an item; or
Leaves a meeting at any time during the consideration of an item;

Shall not:
(i)
(ii)

propose or second any motion or amendment; or
cast a vote

in relation to that item if the Committee or Sub-Committee (as the case may be):
(c)
Is sitting in a quasi-judicial capacity in relation to that item; or
(d)
The item is an application submitted pursuant to the Planning Acts
and, in such a case, the Member shall also leave the room if at any time the public
and press are excluded in respect of that item."
REGISTERING TO SPEAK


If you wish to address the Planning Committee you should contact the Committee
Administrator in advance of the Committee on 01271 388253 or speak to them just before the
meeting commences.

WHAT HAPPENS AT COMMITTEE?







The Chairman will introduce himself/herself
The Planning Officer will present his/her report
The Chairman will call out the names of individuals who have registered to speak
Speakers will be restricted to 3 minutes each (which is timed and bleeped). A maximum
of six supporters and six objectors of the application may speak at committee. The
applicant or agent and representative of the parish council may also speak at committee.
Once public participation has finished, the Planning Officer will be given the
opportunity to respond or to clarify any points that have arisen from the public
participation exercise
The Members of the Committee shall then debate the application (at this point the public
shall take no further part in the debate)

WHEN SPEAKING




State clearly your name, who you are representing and whether you are supporting or
objecting to the application
Speak slowly, clearly and loud enough for everyone to hear you, and direct your comments to
the Chairman and the Committee
Try to be brief, avoid being repetitive, and try to prepare what you want to say beforehand.

WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?



A record of the decisions taken at the meeting is produced (known as the “minutes of
the meeting”)
The minutes of the meeting are published on the Council’s Website:
www.northdevon.gov.uk
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APPOINTMENT OF SUBSTITUTE MEMBERS
AT MEETINGS OF THE PLANNING COMMITTEE
In accordance with the North Devon Council Constitution, a Member or Leader or Deputy Leader of a
Political Group, appointing a substitute shall notify the Proper Officer of the name of his/her substitute.
Notification by a Member purporting to be a substitute Member will not be accepted.
In the case of a substitution to the Planning Committee, the substitute Member shall sign and lodge this
certificate with the Corporate and Community Support Manager confirming the acceptance of the
appointment and that they have completed all Planning training modules provided to Members.
DATE OF PLANNING COMMITTEE: ........................................................ [Insert date]
For completion by Member of the Planning Committee requiring a substitute
I, Councillor.......................................... [print name], hereby declare that I appoint
Councillor ........................................ [insert name of substitute Member] to substitute for
me at the above mentioned meeting of the Planning Committee:
[signature].....................................................

[date]............................................
OR

For completion by Leader/Deputy Leader of a political group nominating a substitute
I, Councillor.......................................... [print name of group Leader/Deputy Leader],
hereby declare that I appoint Councillor ........................................ [insert name of
substitute Member of same political Group] to substitute for Councillor
.........................................[insert name] at the above mentioned meeting of the Planning
Committee.
[signature].....................................................

[date]............................................
AND

For completion by substitute Member accepting appointment of substitute
I, Councillor ....................................................... [print name], hereby confirm that I
accept the appointment of Substitute for the above mentioned Planning Committee and
hereby confirm that I have undertaken all appropriate Planning training modules in
relation to the same.
[signature].....................................................

[date]............................................

NOTE: FORM TO BE COMPLETED AND RECEIVED BY CORPORATE AND COMMUNITY SUPPORT
PRIOR TO THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE MEETING
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North Devon Council protocol on recording/filming at Council meetings
The Council is committed to openness and transparency in its decision-making. Recording is
permitted at Council meetings that are open to the public. The Council understands that some
members of the public attending its meetings may not wish to be recorded. The Chairman of the
meeting will make sure any request not to be recorded is respected.
The rules that the Council will apply are:
1. The recording must be overt (clearly visible to anyone at the meeting) and must not
disrupt proceedings. The Council will put signs up at any meeting where we know
recording is taking place.
2. The Chairman of the meeting has absolute discretion to stop or suspend recording if, in
their opinion, continuing to do so would prejudice proceedings at the meeting or if the
person recording is in breach of these rules.
3. We will ask for recording to stop if the meeting goes into ‘part B’ where the public is
excluded for confidentiality reasons. In such a case, the person filming should leave the
room ensuring all recording equipment is switched off.
4. Any member of the public has the right not to be recorded. We ensure that agendas for,
and signage at, Council meetings make it clear that recording can take place – anyone
not wishing to be recorded must advise the Chairman at the earliest opportunity.
5. The recording should not be edited in a way that could lead to misinterpretation or
misrepresentation of the proceedings or in a way that ridicules or shows a lack of respect
for those in the recording. The Council would expect any recording in breach of these
rules to be removed from public view.
Notes for guidance:
Please contact either our Corporate and Community Services team or our Communications team
in advance of the meeting you wish to record at so we can make all the necessary arrangements
for you on the day.
For more information contact the Corporate and Community Services team on 01271 388253 or
email memberservices@northdevon.gov.uk or the Communications Team on 01271 388278,
email communications@northdevon.gov.uk.
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The Barnstaple Rugby Club full address is: Barnstaple RFC, Pottington Road, Barnstaple, EX31
1JH.
At the traffic lights at the end of Rolle Street on the B3149 turn either left or right onto Mill Road
according to the direction that you are travelling from. Follow the road along and turn right onto
Pottington Road.
The Rugby Club is located on your left. Please note that the Rugby Club is a pay and display car
park (£1.70 all day). Other nearby car parks are located at Fairview (£1.70 all day) or Rolle Quay
(£1.10 per hour for 1 – 4 hours. 5 hours - £5.60, 6 hours - £6.80, 7 hours - £8.00, 8 hours £9.20).
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Public Document
Pack Agenda Item
Planning Committee - 13 April 2022
NORTH DEVON COUNCIL
Minutes of a meeting of Planning Committee held at Barnstaple Rugby Club on
Wednesday, 13th April, 2022 at 10.00 am
PRESENT:

Members:
Councillor Ley (Chair)
Councillors Bulled, Chesters, Davies, Fowler, Gubb, Jenkins, Leaver,
Mack, Mackie, Prowse, D. Spear, L. Spear and Tucker
Officers:
Service Manager (Development Management), Lead Officer (South),
Senior Planning Officer, Paralegal and Legal Advisor
Also Present:
Councillors Biederman, Cann, Knight and Walker

1.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

Apologies for absence were received from Councillor Yabsley, who appointed a
substitute, Councillor Bulled, to attend in his place.
2.

TO APPROVE AS A CORRECT RECORD THE MINUTES OF THE
MEETING HELD ON 9TH MARCH 2022.
RESOLVED that the minutes of the meeting held on 9 th March 2022
(circulated previously) be approved as a correct record and signed by
the Chair.

3.

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS

The following declaration of interest was announced:
Councillor Tucker

4.

Planning application 72820 Pecuniary interest as the
Owner was a close relative

73875: LAND NORTH OF ST ANDREWS ROAD, FREMINGTON

The Committee considered a report by the Lead Planning Officer (Majors) (circulated
previously).

1
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Planning Committee - 13 April 2022

The Service Manager (Development Management) addressed the Committee and
advised that:







The application consisted of the demolition of number 18 St Andrews Road
and the building of 161 dwellings, with the access through the site of the
demolished dwelling.
Correspondence had been received from the owners of Church Farm
regarding the movement of vehicles alongside their property. Amendments
had been made to the application to alleviate this.
Natural England were satisfied with the proposed access to the Tarka Trail on
the provision that a condition was included to monitor and review the
mitigation measures proposed. The Environment Agency confirmed thay had
no objections subject to receipt of an updated Flood Risk Assessment and
imposition of a condition to control finished floor levels. Delegated Authority to
the Head of Planning, Environmental Health and Housing was sought to
update the FRA and impose the above suggested conditions.
The site access had been reviewed by the Highways Officer and now had
improved visibility and surface treatments. Development was now to be
further from the western boundary than originally planned.
Although the site was initially considered within the North Devon and Torridge
Joint Local Plant had been found unviable as there was no access. The
demolition of 18 St Andrews Road had enabled it to be considered viable and
had been approved with no concerns from Devon County Council (DCC).

In response to a question from the Ward Member, the Service Manager
(Development Management) confirmed that the photographs presented had not
been ‘doctored’.
The Service Manager (Development Management) advised that:






The site would provide a biodiversity net gain of over 44% which gave the
application substantial weight.
Traffic headlight heights would be looked at in relation to lights shining into
properties.
An Air Quality assessment had been submitted. The resulting effects of the
development were deemed to be low and the levels were expected to remain
at an acceptable standard.
DCC would use Section 106 contributions towards improvements to be made
to the Esso garage junction.
There would be minimal tree loss and further planting.

Paul Hyde (supporter) and Cllr Graham Bell (of North Devon and Torridge Housing
Crisis Group) (supporter) addressed the Committee.
Patricia Ward (objector), Diane Etheridge (objector), Helen Elder (objector), Nancy
Child (Reading a statement on behalf of Derrick Slade) (objector), Deborah White
(objector), and Kerry Slocome (objector) addressed the Committee.
Dan Yeates (agent) addressed the Committee.
2
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Planning Committee - 13 April 2022

Councillors Walker (Bickington) and Knight (Roundswell) addressed the Committee
as objectors from neighbouring wards. Councillor Biederman addressed the
Committee as Ward Member.
In response to questions from the Committee, Paul Young of Devon County Council
Highways confirmed:








Highways were opposed to the development in 2017 as there had been
issues to be addressed, however it was now considered that the access met
the minimum standards required. There was adequate room for commercial
vehicles to pass and the footpaths met the required standards. The only
reason for refusal from DCC would be the failure to agree a Section 106
contribution towards improvements at the Cedars and Wrey Arms’ junctions.
DCC North Devon Highways and Traffic Orders Committee had considered
indicative proposals for those improvements.
On street parking was not found to be a concern at the location.
Any new access was required to be 2 metres wide. Existing areas were not
required to be updated to meet that width. Although the preferred option
would be for all to meet the new standards this was not a reason to refuse or
object to the proposal.
The area was residential and classed as a low speed area. Shared use of
pedestrians, cyclists and cars was acceptable.
In response to questions from the Committee, the Service Manager
(Development Management) confirmed that the Fremington Neighbourhood
Plan had not yet been adopted so it currently held no weight.

The Legal Adviser confirmed that the path was owned by BDW Trading and this path
was not expected to be the main access to the site. It was unknown as to whether
BDW Trading were connected to the applicant.
RESOLVED (12 for, 0 against, 1 abstained) that the application be
DEFERRED for 2 cycles to allow for a site visit to take place in order
for:
(i) The Committee to view the site from a distance,
(ii) To understand the amenity issues at the 2 access points.
(iii) The Officers to obtain information from Church Park Farm in
relation to the creation of a public right of way across the land,
and consider, with Ward Members and Officers, the need for the
football pitch, and
(iv) To allow the developers time to investigate alternative access to
the site and consider a 2 metre barrier to reduce noise, and a
specialist be invited to attend a future Committee to discuss this.
118.

ADJOURNMENT OF MEETING
RESOLVED that it being 12.35 p.m. the meeting be adjourned for a ten
minute comfort break and reconvene at 12.45 p.m.

3
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6.

72820: LAND OFF BIRCH ROAD LANDKEY, BARNSTAPLE,
DEVON. EX32 0JZ

Councillor Tucker re-declared his pecuniary interest in the application and chose to
leave the meeting during the consideration of this planning application.
The Committee considered a report by the Senior Planning Officer (circulated
previously).
The Senior Planning Officer addressed the Committee and advised that:










The response from Natural England had now been received. Based on the
plans submitted, they considered that, subject to mitigation, the proposed
development was unlikely to have significant adverse impacts on designated
sites and had no objection.
Where practical, top soil from the site would be stored and re-used on site in
garden and landscape areas to support the retention and re-use of soil in
terms of sustainability and in accordance with the Policy DM08 of the North
Devon and Torridge Joint Local Plan and paragraph 170 of the National
Planning Policy Framework.
The Parks Team had worked with the Ward Member to identify the following
as priorities for Section 106 funding:
o Provision of a Community Hall
o Enhancement of Football club site to include land, pitches and
buildings
o Enhancement of play areas within the Parish
Two further letters of objection had been received since the publication of the
agenda.
The application fell outside of the development boundary as set within the
North Devon and Torridge Joint Local Plan (NDTLP) although the lack of a
demonstrable five-year land-supply had given the application weight.
Devon County Council’s flood assessment ascertained that the site was
capable of dealing with surface water on site.
RESOLVED, that it being 1.10 pm the meeting continue in order for the
remaining business to be transacted.

Richard Halliday of Landkey Parish Council addressed the Committee.
Tom Tippett (Supporter), Susan Tiner (objector) and Russell Williams (agent)
addressed the Committee.
In response to questions from the Committee, the Senior Planning Officer advised:




There was no Tree Preservation Order on the existing tree, although it would
be replaced with six similar trees on site.
The Environmental Health Team were satisfied with the Air Quality
assessment.
Section 106 funds could be earmarked for the local primary school.
4
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The agricultural land was a mix of categories 3A and 3B
RESOLVED (unanimous) that the application be APPROVED as
recommended by the Senior Planning Officer, subject to the Senior
Planning Officer being delegated authority to secure funding for
Landkey Primary School within the Section 106 agreement.

7.

74616: GREEN LANES SHOPPING CENTRE, BARNSTAPLE,
DEVON EX31 1UL

The Committee considered a report by the Lead Planning Officer (North) (circulated
previously).
RESOLVED (unanimous) that the application
recommended by the Lead Planning Officer (North).
8.

be

APPROVED

as

74245: ANCHORWOOD, OLD STICKLEPATH HILL,
STICKLEPATH, BARNSTAPLE, DEVON EX31 2BE

The Committee considered a report by the Lead Planning Officer (Majors) (circulated
previously).
The Service Manager (Development Management) addressed the Committee.
Robin Upton (Agent) addressed the Committee.
RESOLVED (unanimous) that the application be APPROVED as
recommended by the Lead Planning Officer (Majors) subject to the Service
Manager (Development Management), utilising Delegated Power, to secure a
revised Deed of Variation which adequately reduced the risk of the flood
defence works not being delivered through the redevelopment of Seven
Brethren.
9.

APPEALS REPORT

The Committee noted a report by the Senior Planning Support Officer (circulated
previously) regarding planning and enforcement appeal decisions received since
those reported at the last meeting of the Committee.

Chair
The meeting ended at 1.47 pm
NOTE: These minutes will be confirmed as a correct record at the next meeting of
the Committee.

5
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Application Report
Planning, Housing and Health
North Devon Council
Lynton House, Commercial Road,
Barnstaple, EX31 1DG
Application No:
Application Type:
Application Expiry:
Extension of Time Expiry:
Publicity Expiry:
Parish/Ward:
Location:

Proposal:

Agent:
Applicant:
Planning Case Officer:
Departure:
EIA Development:
EIA Conclusion:
Decision Level/Reason for
Report to Committee (If
Applicable):

72859
Full application
15 December 2021
15 December 2021
14 February 2022
ILFRACOMBE/ILFRACOMBE WEST
Lee Bay Hotel
Lee
Ilfracombe
Devon
EX34 8LR
Part demolition & conversion, extension & alteration of
existing hotel to form 17 No. dwellings; erection of 4 No.
homes, erection of cafe facilities and associated works,
landscaping, drainage & highway works (amended/further
plans/documents)
PlanningSphere Ltd
Acorn Blue
Mrs M. Bailey
N
NO EIA REQUIRED
Committee Councillor Pearson considers that the
application should be considered by the Committee

Site Description
The existing site comprises an imposing empty hotel building which has been unused as
such since 2005 that previously provided accommodation in 56 guest rooms, plus ancillary
facilities. The main building is primarily arranged over three floors and is sited on the north
side of the site, linear in footprint, looking out on to extensive grounds which have now
become overgrown and contain Japanese Knotweed. Immediately to the east is a car
park. The grounds are divided by a stream and pond. On the south side of the grounds,
are a former open-air swimming pool and a car park, used by the public.
The site is located at the bottom of a valley next to the sea, to the west of Ilfracombe. The
application site is located within the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, Coast and
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Estuary Zone, Heritage Coast and Lee Conservation Area. At the northwest corner of the
site on the opposite side of the road is a grade 2 listed building.
A number of dwellings are located on higher ground to the north of the hotel and there is
also a cluster of properties along the seafront to the west.
To the south of the site on the valley side is an area of woodland. Further dwellings and
commercial premises are located to the east, in the main part of the village.
The principal access to the site is from Ilfracombe, with minor routes to Mortehoe and
Woolacombe. The South West Coast Path runs between the hotel site and the sea and a
public footpath linking the sea front with the village, runs to the south of the site.
Recommendation
APPROVAL
Legal Agreement Required: Yes
Planning History
Reference
Number
77/0120/34/03

29579
35198

40327

40820

44215

45227

Proposal

Decision

Proposed conversion of store to form
second bedroom shower room and
toilet at Lee Bay Hotel, Lee,
Ilfracombe, Devon, EX34 8LR
Formation of tennis court at Chapel
Cottage, Lee, Ilfracombe, EX348LR
Formation of tennis court for
community use (amended plans) at
Chapel Cottage, Lee, Ilfracombe,
EX34 8LR
Demolition of existing rear extension
& construction of larger replacement
extension together with internal
alterations & alterations to existing
first floor balcony at Shell Cottage,
Lee, Ilfracombe, EX34 8LR
Demolition of existing & erection of
new extension to dwelling together
with internal alterations & alterations
to existing first floor balcony at Shell
Cottage, Lee Bay, Ilfracombe, EX34
8LR
Retrospective application for terracing
& landscaping works at Beach
House, Lee, Ilfracombe, EX34 8LR
Extension & alterations including
minor demolition, slate terracing &
formation of turning area (amended &
additional plans) at Lee Bay Hotel,
Lee, Ilfracombe, Devon, EX34 8LR

Approve With
Conditions
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Withdrawn
Full
Planning
Approval

Decision
Date
2 March
1977

27 July
2000
12 August
2003

Full
Planning
Refusal

4 August
2005

Full
Planning
Approval

17 October
2005

Full
Planning
Approval
Withdrawn

9 July 2007

18
December
2007
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Reference
Number
49712

59766

63167

Proposal

Decision

Redevelopment of redundant hotel
complex to form 19 shared ownership
holiday apartments, 5 further new
build holiday apartments in grounds
together with associated
cafe/bistro/bar, restaurant, spa, pool
complex, kiosk & associated works
(amended drawings & flood risk
assessment) at Lee Bay Hotel, Lee,
Ilfracombe, Devon, EX34 8LR
Demolition of existing hotel & public
wc block; erection of 20 dwellings;
formation of new public open space;
extension to existing car park;
erection of cafe & wc block; &
associated landscaping, drainage &
highway works (further amended
plans & information) at Former Lee
Bay Hotel, Lee, Ilfracombe, Devon,
EX34 8LR
Demolition of existing hotel, erection
of 21 dwellings, formation of new
public open space, extension to
existing car park, erection of cafe &
wc block & associated landscaping,
drainage & highway works (amended
plans & documents) (revised
information) (additional information)
(amended plans and documents) at
Lee Bay Hotel, Lee, Ilfracombe,
Devon, EX34 8LR

Finally
Disposed Of

Decision
Date
16
November
2012

Full
Planning
Refusal

1 November
2016

Full
Planning
Refusal

23 April
2019

Constraints/Planning Policy
Constraint / Local Plan Policy
Adopted Existing Strategic Footpath/Cycleway:South West
Coast Path North
Advert Control Area of Special Advert Control
Chivenor Safeguard Zone Consultation Structure or works
exceeding 91.4m
Class III Road
Conservation Area: 22 Lee Adopted 12/03/2018;
Landscape Character is: 4C Coastal Slopes and Combes
with Settlement
Public Right of Way:Footpath 234FP36
Unclassified Road
USRN: 27504817 Road Class:R Ownership: Highway
Authority/Private
USRN: 27505856 Road Class:YFP Ownership: Highway
Authority
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Distance (Metres)
Within constraint
Within constraint
Within constraint

Within constraint
Within constraint
Within constraint
Within constraint
Within constraint
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Constraint / Local Plan Policy
Within 100m of Adopted Heritage Coast
Within Adopted AONB (ST09 & ST14)
Within Adopted Coast and Estuary Zone
Within Adopted Unesco Biosphere Transition (ST14)
Within Flood Zone 2
Within Flood Zone 3
Within Surface Water 1 in 100
Within:, SSSI 5KM Buffer in North Devon, consider need for
AQIA if proposal is for anaerobic digester without
combustion plant
Within:Braunton Burrows, SAC 10KM Buffer if agricultural
development consider need for AQIA
SSSI Impact Risk Consultation Area
Conservation Area: LEE
DM01 - Amenity Considerations
DM02 - Environmental Protection
DM03 - Construction and Environmental Management
DM04 - Design Principles
DM05 - Highways
DM06 - Parking Provision
DM07 - Historic Environment
DM08 - Biodiversity and Geodiversity
DM08A - Landscape and Seascape Character
DM09 - Safeguarding Green Infrastructure
DM10 - Green Infrastructure Provision
DM17 - Tourism and Leisure Attractions
DM24 - Residential Development in Rural Settlements
DM27 - Re-use of Rural Buildings
ST01 - Principles of Sustainable Development
ST02 - Mitigating Climate Change
ST03 - Adapting to Climate Change and Strengthening
Resilience
ST04 - Improving the Quality of Development
ST05 - Sustainable Construction and Buildings
ST07 - Spatial Development Strategy for Northern Devon’s
Rural Area
ST09 - Coast and Estuary Strategy
ST10 - Transport Strategy
ST12 - Town and District Centres
ST14 - Enhancing Environmental Assets
ST15 - Conserving Heritage Assets
ST16 - Delivering Renewable Energy and Heat
ST17 - A Balanced Local Housing Market
ST18 - Affordable Housing on Development Sites
ST19 - Affordable Housing on Exception Sites
ST21 - Managing the Delivery of Housing
ST22 - Community Services and Facilities
ST23 - Infrastructure
Consultees
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Name
Arboricultural
Officer

Comment
No objection received.

Councillor G
Fowler

To me this set of plans and associated docs seems to meet all
requirements both the LPA and the LLRA were asking for. Very
positive.

Reply Received
11 March 2021
Councillor N
Pearson
Reply Received
8 April 2021

The plans for the Lee Bay Hotel development are much improved
on previous efforts and in greater sympathy with the sensitive
nature of the site.
There are nonetheless issues which need to be addressed before
planning permission should be given.
A number of residents have indicated that the Japanese knotweed
is still evident within the site with specific concerns that it has
invaded the hotel building. Evidence that this has been eradicated
must be presented before any works begin.
The hotel building is abandoned in any normal meaning of the
word, and from the outset was to be redeveloped so it is difficult to
see how the claim for Vacant Building Credit is legitimate.
The clearing of the lake and building of weirs with the opening of
the culvert are welcome and will provide for improved biodiversity.
There are still concerns, however about sewage discharge and
these concerns and any possible drainage issues need to be
addressed fully before development commences. The beach being
part of a Marine Conservation Area must not be impacted by
inadequate sewerage systems.

Concern was expressed by some residents that the existing public
toilets were to be removed. My understanding is that these are
owned by North Devon Council, who have no plans to close them.
DCC - Childrens 30/03/2021 09:26 - Dear Planning,
Services
Regarding the proposed application, Devon County Council has
Reply Received identified that the proposed 19 family type dwellings will generate
30 March 2021
an additional 4.75 primary pupil and 2.85 secondary pupils which
would have a direct impact on schools within Ilfracombe.
In order to make the development acceptable in planning terms, an
education contribution to mitigate its impact will be requested. This
is set out below:
We have forecast that there is enough primary capacity within
Ilfracombe for the number of pupils expected to be generated from
this development and therefore a contribution towards primary
education would not be sought. We have forecasted that the
nearest secondary school has not got capacity for the number of
pupils likely to be generated by the proposed development and
therefore Devon County Council will seek a contribution towards
this additional education infrastructure to serve the address of the
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Name

Comment
proposed development. The contribution sought for secondary
would be £64,162 (based on the DfE secondary extension rate of
£22,513 per pupil). These contributions will relate directly to
providing education facilities for those living in the development.
All contributions will be subject to indexation using BCIS, it should
be noted that education infrastructure contributions are based on
March 2019 prices and any indexation applied to contributions
requested should be applied from this date.
The amount requested is based on established educational
formulae (which related to the number of primary and secondary
age children that are likely to be living in this type of
accommodation) and It is considered that this is an appropriate
methodology to ensure that the contribution is fairly and reasonably
related in scale to the development proposed which complies with
CIL Regulation 122.

In addition to the contribution figures quoted above, the County
Council would wish to recover legal costs incurred as a result of the
preparation and completion of the Agreement. Legal costs are not
expected to exceed £500.00 where the agreement relates solely to
the education contribution. However, if the agreement involves
other issues or if the matter becomes protracted, the legal costs
are likely to be in excess of this sum.
DCC Children’s
Services
Updated
Response
Received
06.04.22

Thank you for the notification. We have updated our policy
regarding contributions since the last response. An updated
response is below.

Regarding the proposed application, Devon County Council has
identified that the proposed 19 family type dwellings will generate
an additional 4.75 primary pupil and 2.85 secondary pupils which
would have a direct impact on schools within Ilfracombe.
In order to make the development acceptable in planning terms, an
education contribution to mitigate its impact will be requested. This
is set out below:
We have forecast that there is enough primary capacity within
Ilfracombe for the number of pupils expected to be generated from
this development and therefore a contribution towards primary
education would not be sought. We have forecasted that the
nearest secondary school has not got capacity for the number of
pupils likely to be generated by the proposed development and
therefore Devon County Council will seek a contribution towards
this additional education infrastructure to serve the address of the
proposed development. The contribution sought for secondary
would be £67,089 (based on the DfE secondary extension rate of
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£23,540 per pupil). These contributions will relate directly to
providing education facilities for those living in the development.
All contributions will be subject to indexation using BCIS, it should
be noted that education infrastructure contributions are based on
June 2020 prices and any indexation applied to contributions
requested should be applied from this date.
The amount requested is based on established educational
formulae (which related to the number of primary and secondary
age children that are likely to be living in this type of
accommodation) and It is considered that this is an appropriate
methodology to ensure that the contribution is fairly and reasonably
related in scale to the development proposed which complies with
CIL Regulation 122.
In addition to the contribution figures quoted above, the County
Council would wish to recover legal costs incurred as a result of the
preparation and completion of the Agreement.

DCC Development
Management
Highways
Reply Received
5 May 2021
DCC - Lead
Local Flood
Authority
Reply received
16.02.22

DCC - Lead
Local Flood
Authority

5/05/2021 11:29 - No Objections

Recommendation:
Although we have no in-principle objection to the above planning
application at this stage, the applicant must submit additional
information, as outlined below, in order to demonstrate that all
aspects of the proposed surface water drainage management
system have been considered.
Observations:
Following my previous consultation response
(FRM/ND/72589/2021; dated 1st April 2021), the applicant has
submitted additional information in relation to the surface water
drainage aspects of the above planning application, for which I am
grateful.
The applicant has not addressed any of our comments from our
previous response.
The Highway Authority carried out works to the seawall in 2020.
However, we are not aware of the Highway Authority carrying out
any works to the culvert. The culvert appears to have collapsed in
the past and a hole still remains in the northeastern side of the
culvert. The applicant should liaise with downstream
landowners to ensure that any works to the watercourse within
their site will not impact downstream.
Recommendation:
Our objection is withdrawn and we have no in-principle objections
to the above planning application at this
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stage, assuming that the following pre-commencement planning
conditions are imposed on any approved
permission:
No development hereby permitted shall commence until the
following information has been submitted
to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority:
(a) A detailed drainage design based upon the approved Flood
Risk Assessment and Drainage
Strategy.
(b) Detailed proposals for the management of surface water and
silt runoff from the site during
construction of the development hereby permitted.
(c) Proposals for the adoption and maintenance of the permanent
surface water drainage system.
(d) A plan indicating how exceedance flows will be safely managed
at the site.
(e) A detailed assessment of the condition and capacity of any
existing surface water drainage system/watercourse/culvert that
will be affected by the proposals. The assessment should identify
and commit to, any repair and/or improvement works to secure the
proper function of the surface water drainage receptor.
No building hereby permitted shall be occupied until the works
have been approved and implemented
in accordance with the details under (a) - (e) above.
Reason: The above conditions are required to ensure the proposed
surface water drainage system will operate effectively and will not
cause an increase in flood risk either on the site, adjacent land or
downstream in line with SuDS for Devon Guidance (2017) and
national policies, including NPPF and PPG. The conditions should
be pre-commencement since it is essential that the proposed
surface water drainage system is shown to be feasible before
works begin to avoid redesign / unnecessary delays during
construction when site layout is fixed.
Observations:
Following my previous consultation response
(FRM/ND/72859/2021; dated 16th February 2021), the
applicant has submitted additional information in relation to the
surface water drainage aspects of the above planning application,
for which I am grateful.
The applicant could consider extending the length of the
northeastern swale.
The applicant has noted that the culvert beneath the road has been
replaced. However, the culvert upstream of the road appears to be
in a poor condition. The applicant should liaise with downstream
landowners to ensure that any proposals to the ordinary
watercourse within the red line boundary will not affect the existing
watercourse downstream.
At the detailed design stage, the applicant will need to provide full
details of the surface water drainage system. This will need to
include maintenance details for the green roofs. The applicant has
noted that a ladder could be used for access, however, machinery
or tools may also be required to maintain the green roof.
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DCC - Public
Health

No objection received.

DCC - Public
Rights Of Way

No objection received.

Designing Out
Crime Officer

Thank you for this application, Police have no objections in
principle to the proposals.
It is now widely accepted that a key strand in the design of a
'sustainable' development is its resistance to crime and
anti-social behaviour. Therefore please note the following
comments from a designing out crime, fear of crime,
antisocial behaviour (ASB) and conflict perspective:Residential - Building Regulations – Approved Document Q Security.
The security element within the Building Regulations, namely
Approved Document Q (ADQ) creates security requirements in
relation to all new dwellings, including those resulting from a
change of use, for example commercial, warehouse or barns
undergoing conversion into dwellings. It also applies to
conservation areas.
All doors at the entrance to a building, including garage doors
where there is a connecting door to the dwelling and
all ground floor, basement and other easily accessible windows,
including roof lights, must be shown to have been manufactured to
a design that has been tested to an acceptable security standard
i.e. PAS 24 (2016) or equivalent.
To assist the process in ensuring compliance with the requirements
of ADQ it is recommended that all doors and windows are sourced
from a Secured by Design (SBD) member company. SBD requires
that doors and windows are not only tested to meet PAS 24 (2016)
standard by the product manufacturer, but independent third-party
certification from a UKAS accredited independent third-party
certification authority is also in place, thus reducing much time and
effort in establishing the provenance of non SBD approved
products.
SBD aims to reduce crime, the fear of crime and opportunities for
ASB and conflict within developments by applying the attributes of
Environmental Design (as above) in conjunction with appropriate
physical security measures) SBD also incorporates a bespoke
element to assist in the crime prevention approach with regard to
listed buildings and heritage status.
Secured by Design (SBD) is a crime prevention initiative managed
by Police Crime Prevention Initiatives Ltd (PCPI) on
behalf of the UK police services. SBD aims to reduce crime, the
fear of crime and opportunities for antisocial behaviour and conflict
within developments by applying the attributes of Environmental
Design, as follows, in conjunction with appropriate physical security
measures.
The seven attributes of Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design (CPTED) are key to ensuring a safe and sustainable

Reply Received
29 March 2021
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community and in addition to the layout the physical security is now
a consideration.
• Access and movement: Places with well-defined and well used
routes, with spaces and entrances that provide for convenient
movement without compromising security.
• Structure: Places that are structured so that different uses do not
cause conflict
• Surveillance: Places where all publicly accessible spaces are
overlooked, have a purpose and are managed to prevent the
creation of problem areas which can attract the antisocial to gather,
dumping and dog fouling etc.
• Ownership: Places that promote a sense of ownership, respect,
territorial responsibility and community
• Physical protection: Places that include necessary, well-designed
security features as laid out in SBD Homes 2016
• Activity: Places where the level of human activity is appropriate to
the location and creates a reduced risk of crime and a sense of
safety at all times.
• Management and maintenance: Places that are designed with
management and maintenance in mind, to discourage crime and
ASB.
Apartments & Houses
I have concerns regarding the informal open rear garden spaces of
both apartments and new dwellings. This does not address
possible issues of security, privacy and safety for example, keeping
young children and dogs secure and safe. I would recommend that
all rear gardens are enclosed with 1.5m close boarded fencing,
topped with 300mm trellis. This combination would provide both
security and privacy for residents but still allow neighbour
interaction.
The likelihood is that when presented with the open informal
gardens, residents will feel the need to install, in some cases
unsightly, boundary treatments of their own.
All access points to and from the residents meadow and lawn, for
example from the public terrace, should be secured with lockable
gates and supplemented with signage to indicate the boundary
between private and public space.
Care is required when providing communal parking areas as
experience shows they can become unofficial play parks
and targets for crime, vandalism and anti-social behaviour, forcing
residents to park on the street. The proposed residents car parks
are overlooked at each end from gable end windows, whilst this is
welcomed, it does place the burden of surveillance on the
occupants of these dwellings. Regrettably, there is overwhelming
evidence to suggest that unless a crime directly involves a member
of the public, many will not report it for fear of repercussions. I
recommend the carparks have gated entrances for both vehicles
and pedestrians, not only restricting access to the car parks but
further into the proposed development and the rear of the
properties. Car parking areas should be well illuminated to provide
the potential for natural surveillance during hours of darkness and
make them feel as safe as possible for users.
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Reply Received
10 February
2022
Environment
Agency
Reply received
22.12.21

Comment
Café, toilets & public car park
As previously stated, the isolated position of the café and public
toilets leaves the building potentially vulnerable to
crime, damage and anti-social behaviour. I therefore reiterate the
advice given;· Toilets being closed to public when café is closed
· Consideration of materials and fittings used in toilets (stainless
steel for example)
· Level of enhanced security for café, including monitored alarm
system & CCTV.
· Anti-graffiti coating on external walls and surfaces
Consideration should be given to gating all or part the car park in
line with operating hours of the café. Gates /barriers help prevent
potential misuse of the car park particularly by groups of young
drivers gathering in their cars.
This is not altogether uncommon problem for car parks elsewhere
in North Devon and can arise at any time.
Should you or the applicant require any clarification in respect of
the above comments, please do not hesitate to
contact me.
I have no further comments in addition to those of March 2021
which remain valid form a crime and ASB reduction perspective.

Environment Agency Position
Concerns raised in our previous response have now been
addressed in the FRA addendum. We have no further objections
subject to the inclusion of the following conditions.
Condition
The development shall be carried out in accordance with the
submitted flood risk assessment (ref 29/01/2021/ RMA-RC2077b/
issue 2), FRA Addendum (RMA/LC2077 – Lee Bay Hotel FRA
Addendum 29/11/2021) and the following mitigation measures it
details:
Finished floor levels shall be set no lower than the levels
detailed in drawing ‘Site Plan - Flood Extent’ drawing number 1200
rev.P2.
The measures detailed above shall be retained and maintained
thereafter throughout the lifetime of the development.
Reason
To reduce the risk of flooding to the proposed development and
future occupants
Flood risk - Other Comments
Modelling has been revised to take into account the updated
climate change allowances.
There is a minimum 600mm freeboard from finished floor levels
and cross section flood levels. Unit 21 has a finished floor level of
11.83 equivalent to that of unit 19 which is acceptable.
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It has been confirmed that the culvert is in a good condition and
maintenance will be the responsibility of an appointed management
company.
The ‘Site Plan- Flood Extent’ drawing in appendix B is labelled the
‘40% extent’ we understand that this is the 1% AEP 40% climate
change extent and not the 40% AEP extent.
Condition – Foul Drainage
No development approved by this permission shall be commenced
until details of a scheme to dispose of foul drainage has been
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority.
Prior to occupation of the site it shall be demonstrated to the
satisfaction of the Local Planning Authority that relevant parts of
the scheme have been completed in accordance with the details
and timetable agreed. The scheme shall thereafter be
managed and maintained in accordance with the approved details
unless otherwise approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority.
Reason
To minimise the risk of pollution by ensuring the provision of a
satisfactory means of foul drainage disposal.
Environmental Permit - Non mains foul drainage
We also remind the applicant that any non-mains foul drainage
system associated with this development will require an
Environmental Permit from the Environment Agency
under the Environmental Permitting Regulations 2010. The
applicant is advised to contact our National Permitting Service on
03708 506 506 for further advice and to discuss the issues likely to
be raised.
Response
We object to the proposal on the grounds of an inadequate Flood
Risk Assessment
(FRA). Further information is required in order for us to fully review
the application. We recommend that the application is not
determined until the applicant has supplied information to
demonstrate that the risks posed by the development can be
satisfactorily addressed.
Before determining the application your Authority will need to be
content that the flood risk Sequential Test has been satisfied in
accordance with the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF) if you have not done so already. As you will be
aware, failure of the Sequential Test is sufficient justification to
refuse a planning application.
Reason
We have concerns about the flood model and the interpretation of
the model that has been made in the east of the site. We do not
believe that it is feasible for flood flows to be in channel with no
flooding to the site. The flood model should be submitted for us to
review alongside the flood risk assessment. Once we are able to
review the modelling we will be able to provide more thorough
comments on the suitability of the development.
Other things for the FRA to update:
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· The cross sections within the FRA should be labelled with the
proposed flood levels.
· All finished floor levels should be clearly marked on plans and
drawings.
Currently there are no finished floor levels for any of the four
dwellings proposed.
· The FRA suggests a minimum of 300mm freeboard for the
finished floor levels above the highest flood level however, due to
the low confidence of the model we would expect to a minimum
600mm freeboard from the flood level.
· Please provide information who will be responsible to the upkeep
and maintenance of the watercourse, pond, weir structure and
culvert.
· The Developed Landscape Proposals document comments on
the disrepair of the current culvert on site and states that there are
parts that have collapsed.
The FRA should confirm the state of the culvert section that will
remain in place to the West of the site. If this section of the culvert
has collapsed or is in need or any repair this must take place as
part of the development, as its function will impact on the site.
· If there are any changes to ground levels on site the impacts of
this and any required compensation should be discussed
· The future extreme sea level outlined in the Technical Note looks
to be a little low. The upper end allowances must be used.
13/5/21 Following on from our previous response, we also provide
the following advice regarding an Environment Permit.
Environment Permit
The Design, Access and Heritage Statement dated January 2021
section 9.11 states that the proposal will be replacing the existing
foul disposal system with a treatment plant.
The applicant must apply for an Environment Permit before
discharging to the ground or surface.
I have reviewed this application in relation to Environmental
Protection matters and comment as follows:
1 Japanese Knotweed
The GE Ecological Impact Assessment states:
"Extensive stands of Schedule 9 plants are present throughout the
Site. Allowing these species to spread is an offence and it is
understood an eradication programme is in place. The remaining
invasive species will be eradicated prior to or during development
of the Site and areas should be fenced off to prevent contractors
from inadvertently spreading invasive species through the Site or
off-site. The location of invasive species recorded on Site is shown
in Appendix 9 "
The above comments refer to infestations of Japanese knotweed
affecting several parts of the site and to legal implications under
The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. In addition, the
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Environmental Protection Act 1990 requires disposal of knotweed
as a controlled waste.
Once identified at a site, it is important that steps are taken to
prevent the spread of Japanese knotweed and treatment of any
significant infestation requires professional expertise.
I recommend the Applicant be asked for details of the treatment
and eradication scheme mentioned in the GE report and include
details of expert recommendations relating to any post treatment
mitigation and monitoring requirements.. In addition, I recommend
that any planning permission include a suitable planning condition
requiring full implementation of an approved treatment and
monitoring scheme.
2 Land Contamination
Housing developments are recognised as having high sensitivity to
the presence of any land contamination affecting the site. I
therefore recommend the following conditions be included:
- Contaminated Land Phase 1 Condition
Prior to the commencement of any site clearance, groundworks or
construction, the local planning authority shall be provided with a
Phase 1 Preliminary Risk Assessment Report for potential ground
contamination.
The report shall be prepared by a suitably qualified competent
person and be sufficient to identify any and all potential sources of
ground contamination affecting any part of the development site.
Thereafter, depending on the outcome of phase one, a proposal for
any phase two (intrusive) survey that may be required shall be
presented to and agreed with the planning authority.
Where remediation of any part of the site is found to be required, a
remediation scheme shall be submitted to and approved in writing
by the local planning authority. The scheme shall include details of
any necessary quality assurance, verification and certification
requirements in accordance with established best practice.
The construction phase of the development shall be carried out in
accordance with the agreed details and, where relevant,
verification reports and completion certificates shall be submitted
for the written approval of the local planning authority.
Reason: To ensure that risks from land contamination to future
users of the land and neighbouring land, together with those to
controlled waters, property and ecological systems are identified
and, where necessary, remediated in accordance with the National
Planning Policy Framework.
- Contaminated Land (Unexpected Contamination) Condition
Should any contamination of ground or groundwater not previously
identified be discovered during development of the site, the Local
Planning Authority shall be contacted immediately. Site activities
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within that sub-phase or part thereof shall be temporarily
suspended until such time as a procedure for addressing the
contamination is agreed upon with the Local Planning Authority or
other regulating bodies.
Reason: To ensure that any contamination exposed during
development is remediated in accordance with the National
Planning Policy Framework
3 Foul Drainage Proposals
The Planning Statement states the site will be served by a new foul
package treatment plant located beneath the car park area and
refers to the Flood Risk Assessment and Hydraulic Modelling
Report prepared by RMA for more information.
The RMA Flood Risk Assessment and Drainage Strategy
document states:
"it is proposed for the new foul drainage system to be treated by
foul package treatment plants which will discharge into the
Borough Valley Stream (refer to Figure 4.2). This discharge
method was agreed in principle with the EA for the previous
application; the water quality requirements of the discharge will be
agreed at the detailed design stage."
I recommend the Applicant be asked to provide further details of
the proposed scheme and clarify the extent of Environment Agency
agreement that a viable scheme can be achieved. The details
should also address the potential for public health risks associated
with treated effluent discharge to a local water course close to /
crossing a public beach (including for example risks related to
treatment plant malfunction or failure).
4 Asbestos
The buildings on the site are of an age where materials containing
asbestos may have been used in their construction or subsequent
modification. The buildings should be surveyed for such materials
prior to any conversion or demolition by a suitably qualified person
in order to protect site workers and public health. Where found,
materials containing asbestos must be treated and, where relevant,
be disposed of in accordance with asbestos regulations and health
and safety guidance.
Depending on the results of the survey, relevant recommendations
should be referred to in a Construction Environmental Management
Plan (see below).
5 Construction Phase Impacts
In order to ensure that nearby residents are not unreasonably
affected by dust, noise or other impacts during the construction
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phase of the development I recommend the following conditions be
included:
- Construction Environmental Management Plan Condition
Prior to the commencement of development, including any site
clearance, groundworks or construction within each sub-phase
(save such preliminary or minor works that the Local Planning
Authority may agree in writing), a Construction Environmental
Management Plan (CEMP) to manage the impacts of construction
during the life of the works, shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority. For the avoidance of doubt
and where relevant, the CEMP shall include:a) measures to regulate the routing of construction traffic;
b) the times within which traffic can enter and leave the site;
c) details of any significant importation or movement of spoil and
soil on site;
d) details of the removal /disposal of materials from site,
including soil and vegetation;
e) the location and covering of stockpiles;
f)
details of measures to prevent mud from vehicles leaving the
site / wheel-washing facilities;
g) control of fugitive dust from demolition, earthworks and
construction activities; dust suppression;
h) a noise control plan which details hours of operation and
proposed mitigation measures;
i)
location of any site construction office, compound and
ancillary facility buildings;
j)
specified on-site parking for vehicles associated with the
construction works and the provision made for access thereto;
k) a point of contact (such as a Construction Liaison Officer/site
manager) and details of how complaints will be addressed;
l)
measures for identifying and dealing with asbestos.
The details so approved and any subsequent amendments as shall
be agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority shall be
complied with in full and monitored by the applicants to ensure
continuing compliance during the construction of the development.
Reason: To minimise the impact of the works during the
construction of the development in the interests of highway safety
and the free-flow of traffic, and to safeguard the amenities of the
area. To protect the amenity of local residents from potential
impacts whilst site clearance, groundworks and construction is
underway.
- Construction Hours Condition
During the construction phase no machinery shall be operated, no
process shall be carried out and no deliveries taken at or
dispatched from the site outside the following times:
a) Monday - Friday 08.00 - 18.00,
b) Saturday 08.00 - 13.00
c) nor at any time on Sunday, Bank or Public holidays.
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Reason: To protect the amenity of local residents

Environmental
Health Manager
Reply Received
16 February
2022

I have reviewed the amended plans and information for this
application in relation to Environmental Protection matters and
refer you to comments I made by email on 19 March 2021.
1 Foul Drainage Proposals
I note the Environment Agency (EA) has commented in its letter of
22 December 2021 about foul drainage provision for the
development. The EA recommends inclusion of a Planning
Condition worded to ensure that a suitable scheme for dealing with
foul drainage is approved by and then installed to the satisfaction
of the LPA. The letter also confirms that the drainage system will
require an Environmental Permit from the EA.
I previously recommended that the Applicant be asked to provide
further details of the proposed foul drainage scheme and to clarify
the extent of Environment Agency agreement that a viable scheme
can be achieved. I also asked that these details address the
potential for public health risks associated with treated effluent
discharge to a local water course close to / crossing a public
beach.
Given the Environment Agency's recommendations, I would be
happy for this matter to be dealt with via a suitably worded planning
condition. I recommend the condition recommended by the EA be
amended along the following lines in order to address risks to
public health.
- Foul Drainage Condition
No development approved by this permission shall be commenced
until details of a scheme to dispose of foul drainage has been
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. The details shall demonstrate that environmental
pollution and public health risks have been suitably assessed and
mitigated (including any risks relating to treatment plant
malfunction or failure) in accordance with regulatory requirements
and relevant standards and good practice guidance.
Prior to occupation of the site it shall be demonstrated to the
satisfaction of the Local Planning Authority that relevant parts of
the scheme have been completed in accordance with the details
and timetable agreed. The scheme shall thereafter be managed
and maintained in accordance with the approved details unless
otherwise approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To minimise risks to public health and pollution of the
environment by ensuring the provision of a satisfactory means of
foul drainage disposal.
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2 My Previous Comments
Other than in relation to 1 above, my previous comments stand.

Heritage &
Conservation
Officer
Reply Received
21 April 2021

21/04/2021 16:32 - This application follows on from 63167, which
was refused. In relation to that application, I identified three causes
of harm to the historic environment:
1. Loss of a non-designated heritage asset (the Hotel)
2. Effect on the setting of the adjacent grade II listed Mill Cottage
3. Effect on the character and appearance of the Lee Conservation
Area.
These factors were material to the decision to refuse the
application.
The current application is different in that it proposes to retain the
historic core of the hotel, and to erect three detached houses in the
grounds. The cafe and car parking elements appear to remain the
same. I did not raise issue with these in the previous application,
and do not intend to do so here.
It would seem that the current proposal has the potential to resolve
the three heritage issues detailed above, provided that certain
details can be amended or confirmed. My comments in relation to
these issues are:
1a. In principle the retention of the core part of the Hotel is
welcomed, however, we need to be assured that this is indeed
possible, given previous statements that the Hotel would have to
be demolished in order to fully eradicate Japanese Knotweed from
the site. The previous structural survey did say that the building
could be retained, but this did not take the Knotweed into account.
What is the confirmed position here?
1b. No objection to the demolition of the eastern element or the
construction of the smaller extension to replace it. The removal of
the southern loggia feature is not a great loss, and I have no issue
with the proposed smaller replacement. The rear wall is to be
demolished and rebuilt further south in order to provide access and
some daylight to the rear. This will mean that there is a gap, or well
between the edge of the road and the new rear wall of the building.
I cannot find a section drawing to show the detail of this element,
and this is needed. For example there would presumably need to
be a barrier between the road edge and the well - how will this be
provided?
1c. North Elevation: it is proposed to replicate the details of the
half-timbered gables and stonework on the north elevation. This is
welcomed, though it would be useful to see a sample panel of the
stonework and approve the source, as the existing is local stone,
which in itself is fine, but is heavily pointed with cement mortar,
which has no doubt caused many of the damp issues and should
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not be repeated. The alterations to the window proportions are
acceptable.
1d. West Elevation: the existing arrangement of a projecting gable
supported on brackets, with a bay under supported by a single
corbel should be retained - this is a key arts and crafts
characteristic and along with the fish scale slate hanging is one of
the most distinctive and potentially attractive features of the
building. The two stone arches below already exist, so these can
be re-opened. It is proposed to replace the existing single storey
hipped roof element with a flat roofed extension. The flat roof is not
particularly in keeping with the style of the host building, which is
very arts and crafts at this point, and neither is the large window. At
present there is a tall curved stone boundary wall between the
Hotel and the road at this point. If this is retained, or rebuilt, then
the large window is less of an issue as it will be hidden. The flat
roofed element will, however, be visible from the south, and from
higher points on the valley, and could look incongruous. Could this
element be given more consideration?
1e South Elevation: The proposed windows on this elevation do not
reflect the proportions or styles of the windows on the other
elevations, which means the building looses coherence. The
windows, including the dormers, would be better with a more
regular set of proportions, reflecting the smaller dimensions rather
than the larger, and could include some glazing bars. This also
applies to the windows on the extended part of the southern
elevation which appear to be randomly different in size to the other
windows.
1f Materials: these would need to match the existing, so natural
stonework with lime pointing on the principal elevations and piers
to the balconies, some areas or render and half-timbered gables,
clay tile roofs, timber windows and doors, and metal railings to the
balconies.
If the above points are addressed, satisfactorily, then I would be
content that the scheme does not involve the substantial loss of the
non-designated heritage asset.
2. If the core of the Hotel is retained, subject to resolution of the
points raised above, then the setting of the listed building will be
preserved.
3. This current scheme proposes the construction of three new
dwellings in the grounds at the eastern end of the site. The
massing of the buildings is much reduced from that previously
proposed, and this in principle would appear to suit the character of
the Conservation Area better. My comments are that the roof of
Unit 20 will be visible from the road and would be better as a good
quality natural slate roof, and that the long elevations of Units 19
and 21 in particular, will no doubt become prominent in the valley
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Housing
Enabling Officer
Reply Received
17 March 2021

Comment
at certain times of the year. These elevations have an unusually
long and flat emphasis for the context, and it is worth considering
whether they could be softened, or broken up, by the use of natural
timber cladding or some other means. The other area that merits
further consideration is the public seating area at the far west of the
site, adjacent the road. The existing could be improved upon, but
needs careful thought, as it will effect the setting of the listed
building, and the Conservation Area.
There are, I am aware, other issues to be taken into account when
determining this application, but from my point of view, if the above
points can be resolved, the proposal will not cause harm to the
significance of heritage assets.
25/02/2022 11:11 - Thank you for consulting me on the amended
plans. As far as I can see, the changes to elevations are presented
to the new build units only. I have no issue with these changes,
and feel that the amended materials will help the buildings to blend
better into the landscape. In my consultation response of 21.4.21 I
did make various comments regarding the proposed alterations to
the main hotel. As far as I can see there are no amended drawings
which address these comments therefore they still stand. Please
let me know if this is not the case. I have seen the updated report
from the Structural Engineer which confirms that the Knotweed
issue relates to the newer 1970s element, which is to be
demolished. The report states that there is not an issue with the
historic building, meaning the latter can be retained. This is good
news and the confirmation is very useful to have.
17/03/2021 11:56 - Thank you for your consultation.
The applicant's Affordable Housing Statement dated January 2021
states that the total existing vacant floor space is 2,772 square
metres Gross Internal Area (GIA) and the total proposed floor
space is 2,655 square metres (GIA) (total proposed residential floor
space (21 No. units) = 2,512 square metres (GIA) and the total
proposed non-residential floor space = 143 square metres (GIA) ),
therefore meaning a difference between the proposed/existing floor
space of -117 square metres (GIA). The Statement states that the
affordable housing planning policy requirement is negated by the
application of Vacant Building Credit, the total proposed floor space
is 117 square metres GIA less than the existing floor space.
Government guidance states that "National policy provides an
incentive for brownfield development on sites containing vacant
buildings. Where a vacant building is brought back into any lawful
use, or is demolished to be replaced by a new building, the
developer should be offered a financial credit equivalent to the
existing gross floorspace of relevant vacant buildings when the
local planning authority calculates any affordable housing
contribution which will be sought. Affordable housing contributions
may be required for any increase in floorspace.".
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It will be for the planning process to determine whether Vacant
Building Credit (VBC) would apply. If it is determined that VBC
would apply then, as the proposed floor space is less than the
existing floor space, VBC means that no affordable housing would
be required (provided that the proposed floor space figures include
any usable space such as garages, attics, outbuildings, etc. that
could at a future date be converted into living accommodation). If
the proposed floor space were to alter then we would need to reassess in accordance with VBC and make comment regarding any
affordable housing provision that may consequently be required.
The local community has previously expressed concern regarding
the lack of affordable housing provision in Lee. A housing needs
survey report for Lee and Lincombe dated December 2018
identified a need for 7 affordable homes within the next five years.

Housing
Enabling Officer
Reply Received
10 February
2022
Ilfracombe
Town Council
Reply Received
14 April 2021
NDC Waste,
Recycling &
Commercial
Services
North Devon
AONB Service
Reply Received
12 April 2021

10/02/2022 16:31 - Thank you for your consultation.
I refer to my previous consultation response dated 17 March 2021.
I have no comments to make regarding this further information
and/or amended plans consultation.

Following a discussion and questions from members, this
application was moved for approval subject to verification on
sewerage, knotweed issues and confirmation of a contribution from
the developer towards public toilets.
No objection received.

Thank you for consulting the North Devon Coast AONB
Partnership with regard to this important planning
application. We apologise for the delay in responding but there has
been a lot of information we had to assess before we could make
an informed comment. Now, having studied the enclosed
documents and the new Lee Bay Design Guide, produced by North
Devon Council last year, we have the following comments to make.
In general, the proposal would appear to reflect the requirements of
the Lee Bay Design Guide in terms of the character and
appearance of the proposal within the designated AONB. It would
also appear to conform to most of the landscape and planning
policies contained within the current North Devon Coast
AONB Management Plan (2019-2024).
Our understanding is that with regard to the main building the
original historic core is to be retained as a landscape feature and
the later 1930’s addition is to be removed, which we would support.
In our opinion, the new residential development proposed respects
the dispersed nature of development within the village. The design
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and materials either reflect or are complimentary to the range of
materials used locally in Lee Bay. They include the stone walls and
slate roofs in the hotel building extension; stone and timber in the
new residential units (with green and profile steel roofs); the
vertical slate walls proposed for the external areas. The new
residential units will sit on the north of this valley site, maintaining
an open, undeveloped area through the centre of the site with no
residential development south of the stream.
The proposals will therefore result in a larger public realm, with
areas between the site and the Lee Bay to Lee footpath being
opened up. However we note that the proposal does not include
the Design Guide requirement for a public streamside footpath.
The submitted Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA)
finds that, in occupation, the proposals will result in beneficial
landscape and visual impacts, as a result of the management of
the woodland and open space; opening up the stream; refurbishing
the original hotel building and removal of the 1930’s extension.
We believe that the proposed new housing will have a low impact
on the character of the local or wider landscape character of the
AONB. These effects are due in part to the well-considered
landscape proposals, which we would recommend are conditioned
as part of any permission granted.
However, the AONB Partnership does have a number of residual
concerns , that we believe need to be addressed before the
proposal can be considered acceptable in relation to local and
national policies with regard to the AONB:
1. Affordable Housing: The Lee Bay Hotel scheme probably
represents the only opportunity to provide affordable housing in the
village and it is disappointing to see that there is no proposed
provision. Indeed, if this proposal is considered to be major
development under Paragraph 172 of the National Planning
Policy Framework, an inclusion of this would demonstrate that the
proposal was in the wider public interest. We are aware that this
has been raised by the local residents association as an issue and,
as the proposal stands, we believe it would not contribute to the
AONB Management Plan Policy I3, which is to support affordable
housing proposals to meet local housing needs, which take full
account of the AONB designation.
2. Pollution: The stream that runs through the site drains directly
into the designated Bideford to Foreland Point Marine
Conservation Zone. There are sources of pollution from the
proposal that could have a detrimental impact on the designated
site – from construction activities and also from its operation. There
are risks of pollution from construction activities that we would
expect to see assessed in a Construction Environment
Management Plan (as recommended in the submitted ecological
assessment). In addition, the proposal will result in a large increase
in foul drainage with potential for effects on the MCZ. We note
that the drainage proposals submitted are in outline only and given
the importance of nearby designated sites, we would expect to see
detailed foul drainage proposals that took account of the risks to
the marine environment, before the application is determined.
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3. Invasive Species: Japanese knotweed, Himalayan balsam, giant
rhubarb and other invasive species are noted as being present
(and abundant) on the site. The wildlife survey identifies risks of
construction operations inadvertently leading to further spread of
these species, potentially affecting other designated
sites locally. We would therefore expect the applicant to provide
details of how the invasive species are to be eradicated from site
and how spread to other areas will be controlled prior to any
development commencing.
4. Lighting Strategy/Plan The submitted Ecology Survey
recognised the importance of the area with regard
to bats and this has been borne out when the AONB team have
organised Bat walks within this part of Lee. It is noted that the rarer
species, namely Greater Horseshoe, Lesser Horseshoe and Brown
Long Eared Bats as well as the more common species have been
found on or near the site. As a result we would expect to
see some form of mitigation provided in terms of new roost
provision, but more importantly the area is known to be an
important commuter/forage area for a large number of bat species.
The Ecology Survey, notes the importance of minimising
unnecessary light spill and we would ask that a detailed Lighting
Strategy/Plan, be produced before determination and that its
recommendations are made a condition of planning, should the
Council decide to grant planning permission.
5. Public Toilets: It is not clear from the application documents if
the existing public toilets are to remain open as part of the
proposals, but we are inclined to believe that the only proposed
toilets would be in the café. This would represent a major reduction
in the available facilities as they would only be available
through the cafe itself, which would act as a bar to access. AONB
Management Plan policies J3 (Support the provision of community
facilities and services to improve the quality of life and
sustainability of rural and coastal communities) and H1 (Work with
partners and landowners to develop improved access to and
interpretation of the natural environment) would apply to the
provision of toilets and we would wish to see the existing toilet
provision retained
We trust you will make note of our observations, when considering
this application, and look forward to reviewing further detail from
the applicants to address the concerns listed above. Should you
require any further information at this stage, please do not hesitate
to contact us again.
23/03/2021 10:48 - This application generates a requirement for
open space and green infrastructure in accordance with policy
DM10, calculation attached.
It is recognised that there is potentially public open space
"recreational space" being provided on site, but we need the
applicant to identify the size of the space (in m2) being provided in
the "public terrace" to the west of the site and the "public
accessible open space" in the south-east of the site along with
further information on how these are accessed and maintained
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before it can established if these are classed as public open space.
Will the garden be accessible by members of the public at all times
or is access controlled to certain times of the day or to users of the
cafe? There is a requirement for 555m2 of formal recreation space
created by this site. The equivalent off-site contribution is
39,985.92. So the information requested above will help us
determine if the requirement has been met or if there is a balance
to be sought for off-site provision.
The application does not come with a formal play area or allotment,
so there would be an off-site contribution of 10,167.36 and
1,922.40 sought for these elements.

Open Space
Officer
Reply Received
2 February 2022

If the application is recommended for approval, we can provide
details of specific open space schemes, in line with CIL
regulations.
2/02/2022 16:46 - This application would generate a public open
space and green infrastructure requirement in accordance with
policy DM10. I attach the calculation based on the proposed units
at present.
Whilst there is substantial green infrastructure on site, it is unclear
as to the level of public access of this area, without restriction. It is
also not known at this stage whether future proposals /
development of this site would potentially reduce this area. If
details of the access and future management can be provided then
I can look to review the requested contribution.

Open Space
Officer Updated
Response
02.02.22

Planning Policy
Unit

In the event the application is recommended for approval, I will
provided details of the specific scheme in accordance with CIL
regulations.
Comments:
This application would generate a public open space and green
infrastructure requirement in
accordance with policy DM10. I attach the calculation based on the
proposed units at present.
Whilst there is substantial green infrastructure on site, it is unclear
as to the level of public access
of this area, without restriction. It is also not known at this stage
whether future proposals /
development of this site would potentially reduce this area. If
details of the access and future
management can be provided then I can look to review the
requested contribution.
In the event the application is recommended for approval, I will
provided details of the specific
scheme in accordance with CIL regulations.
Thank you for consulting the Planning Policy team concerning the
above full application for the conversion and partial demolition of
the existing hotel to 17 residential units, the erection of 4 detached
properties, public open space, upgrading of existing car parking
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facilities, new café and associated landscaping and infrastructure
provision.
Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004
requires that if regard is to be had to the development plan in the
determination of a planning application then the determination must
be made in accordance with the development plan unless material
considerations indicate otherwise. As you are aware, the Council
have a recently adopted Local Plan (October 2018) which was
considered by the Inspector to be ‘Sound’ and in general
conformity with the NPPF; therefore, policies in the Local Plan are
up to date. The NPPF is a material consideration in planning
decisions.
Following refusal of the previous planning application (63167) in
April 2019, Members requested that a policy document be
prepared to ascertain the type and scale of development that may
be acceptable on this previously developed site. The ‘Lee Bay
Hotel Site – Design Guide’ has now been prepared by the policy
team in consultation with the local community through Lee &
Lincombe Residents Association and Ilfracombe Town Council as
well as the North Devon Coast Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
Manager and the prospective developer. As you are aware the
design guide was adopted by the Council at the Strategy and
Resources Committee on the 3rd August 2020. Its adoption gives
the document weight as a material planning consideration in the
decision making process as does the adopted AONB Management
Plan 2019-2024.
The Councils currently accept that clause (2) of Policy ST21 is
triggered on the basis that, at this point in time, it is not possible to
demonstrate that completions are above 90% of that which was
required for the previous monitoring year and that there would be
an appropriate recovery demonstrated for the next two years.
Whilst Policy ST21 recognises the need to support additional
housing sites coming forward where there is a shortfall in the
annualised dwelling requirement, clause (2) is clear in that such
support will be given to proposals for additional residential
development outside of defined settlement limits in accordance
with the stated criteria (a to d). It should be noted that Lee Bay is
not a defined settlement within the adopted Local Plan. Following
the Burwood appeal decision in Torridge, the Councils recognise
that they are currently unable to demonstrate a five year supply of
deliverable housing land sufficient to meet their housing
requirements; with the appeal determining there to be a 4.23 year
supply as of 1st April 2019, based on the application of a 20%
buffer and the use of the ‘Liverpool’ method to distribute any
backlog of under-delivery since the beginning of the plan period in
2011, over the remainder of the plan period up to 2031.
Therefore, National planning policy (Footnote 7, National Planning
Policy Framework (NPPF)) establishes that when a local planning
authority is unable to demonstrate a five year supply of deliverable
housing sites, for the purposes of triggering the presumption in
favour of sustainable development, it should consider the policies
which are most important for determining the application to be out-
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of-date. Accordingly, the presumption in favour of sustainable
development (paragraph 11(d), NPPF as a material consideration),
should be applied for decision-taking
involving applications for housing. If there is no clear reason to
refuse an application based on a protected area or asset (Footnote
6, NPPF) which includes the AONB and Heritage Coast, the
decision taker needs to consider as a material consideration the
NPPF’s requirement to grant permission unless any adverse
impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh
the benefits – the so-called tilted balance
(Paragraph 11(d)(i), NPPF). From a policy perspective, the lack of
a 5 YHLS is a material planning consideration and I would suggest
you must apply moderate weight in the tilted balance to a
proposal of 21 homes as I am of the opinion that it could make a
modest contribution to the Councils’ shortfall in deliverable housing
sites if the proposed homes were to be developed within the next 5
years. If this scheme is approved, then I would appreciate details
from the developer as to their proposed timeline in terms of buildout.
As you are aware, the site is within the AONB and Heritage Coast
where Policies ST14(e) and DM08A would apply. As set out in the
NPPF, the ‘presumption in favour of sustainable development’
does not necessarily apply within the AONB and Heritage Coast as
confirmed by Paragraph 11(d), footnote 6 of the NPPF, due to
other restrictions placed on these protected landscapes elsewhere
within the Framework. Paragraph 172 of the NPPF gives great
weight to conserving and enhancing scenic beauty in protected
landscapes such as the AONB which have the highest status of
protection. Paragraph 172 continues, ‘the scale and extent of
development within these designated areas should be limited and
planning permission should be refused for major development
(NPPF definition - 10 dwellings or 0.5 hectares) other than in
exceptional circumstances, and where it can be demonstrated that
development is in the public interest’. The NPPF does not imply
that ‘major development’ in this context relates to the definition as
set out previously and in my opinion is considered to be slightly
more nuanced. Footnote 55 within paragraph 172 clarifies how
decision-makers must decide what is ‘major development’ which is
not just about its nature, scale and setting but also whether it has
significant effects.
Whilst it will be a fact of judgement for yourself to determine the
impact 21 dwellings (17 units through conversion and 4 new build)
and a new detached café building would have on the setting
and special character and qualities of the AONB and Heritage
Coast in this area, I would suggest that the principle of
redeveloping this unique brownfield site, where opportunities for
such redevelopment are limited and could be considered as an
exceptional circumstance particularly in the context of a settlement
such as Lee Bay, should be supported. Also, the current condition
and continued deterioration of the existing building and associated
grounds has been a cause of some concern for the local
community over many years which has a negative impact on the
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protected landscape character and surrounding heritage assets
and its redevelopment should therefore seek to enhance the
natural and historic landscape setting. From a policy perspective,
the redevelopment is considered as being in the public interest and
should weigh in the balance in favour of sustainable development
although there is some concern that the proposal is not
delivering any affordable housing.
In policy terms and as I have set out above, this relatively large
previously developed site has been left derelict for a number of
years and its current condition is having a negative impact on
this environmentally sensitive area (AONB, Heritage Coast,
Coastal & Estuarine Zone, adj. Marine Conservation Zone – Policy
ST14). Paragraph 5.11 recognises ‘there are a number of large
rural brownfield sites across northern Devon that are not subject to
specific site allocations. The Local Plan recognises and supports
opportunities to regenerate these sites where it secures economic
growth and contributes to and enhances the natural and local
environment’. Also, paragraph 118(c) of the NPPF seeks to ‘give
substantial weight to the value of using suitable brownfield land
within settlements for homes and other identified needs, and
support appropriate opportunities to remediate despoiled,
degraded, derelict, contaminated or unstable land’. It is clear that
the re-use of sites such as this are encouraged by both national
and local planning policy (Policies ST01 and ST02) and therefore
there is clear policy and local community support in principle for the
site’s redevelopment but you must be assured that the current
scheme is policy compliant in terms of the level of development
proposed within a Rural Settlement; and the potential impacts of
the development on environmental and heritage assets.
Lee is a recognised Rural Settlement where Policy ST07(3) will
apply. The status of Lee is further clarified by paragraph 4.15 which
states ‘beyond Local Centres and Villages, the opportunity to
achieve sustainable development is diminished by the increasing
absence of services and facilities. It is however recognised that
there is a further tier of generally smaller settlements, with
and without services, which contribute to the overall sustainability
of the rural area. Appropriately scaled and located development to
meet locally generated housing needs will be supported in
qualifying Rural Settlements (requiring the settlement to have at
least one service or community facility from the following:community/village hall, post office, public house, convenience
shop, place of worship, sports playing field, primary school), as
enabled by Policy DM24: Rural Settlements’. As Lee has at least
one prescribed community facility there is no contention over its
status within the settlement hierarchy of the Local Plan. Within a
Rural Settlement, appropriately located development of a modest
scale will be enabled to meet locally generated needs. In
response to a FAQ "what is modest scale development?" it was
recently agreed that most development under DM24 is likely to be
for only one or two dwellings and will rarely consist of more
dwellings. Clearly, the scale and tenure of development proposed
(21 open market dwellings) is more than modest scale contrary to
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Policy DM24. Also, it is unlikely the village has an identified need
for 21 local occupancy dwellings to meet a locally identified
housing need (specified households with a local connection to
Lee). Paragraph 13.133 of the Plan makes it clear that in identified
Rural Settlements, speculative development is not supported in
view of sustainability considerations.
However, it is fair to say that this site is unique and not something
you would generally come across in a Rural Settlement; a relatively
large and essentially derelict previously developed site
with extensive overgrown grounds, due mainly to the site being
abandoned since 2005. Whilst redevelopment may not be strictly in
accordance with Policy DM24, I would suggest there is general
agreement that this site is currently an ‘eyesore’ for the local
community and visitors alike and its deteriorating condition is
having an adverse impact on the special landscape character and
surrounding heritage assets but also the site provides a real
opportunity to deliver a high quality development to enhance this
special landscape character.
From a policy perspective, this run-down building and extensive
overgrown grounds cannot be left to deteriorate any further and
therefore a viable solution needs to be found that will regenerate
this site and deliver a high quality development for Lee and its local
residents. This may require a slightly more liberal interpretation of
development plan policy requirements by balancing them
against the benefits of enhancing the locality’s landscape and
heritage assets and regenerating a derelict brownfield site. The
recent adoption by the Council of the design guide will also be a
relevant factor here. However, you must ensure that, as major
development in the AONB, any proposal must clearly demonstrate
that it is in the public interest (NPPF para 172).
I note the agent / applicant is again setting out the argument that
vacant building credit (VBC) will apply in this instance and no
affordable housing should be sought. However, I will re-iterate that
I do not fully accept that VBC should apply to the former Lee Bay
Hotel as the PPG (Paragraph: 028 Reference ID: 23b-02820190315) sets out clearly that ‘the vacant building credit applies
where the building has not been abandoned’. It is suggested there
is an argument here that the former Lee Bay Hotel has been
abandoned and has been so for a number of years and its poor
state of repair is a reflection of the building not being maintained to
a satisfactory standard over many, many years. It could not easily
reopen for its hotel use without major works being undertaken. I
note the agent / applicant has provided evidence through a legal
opinion that the Lee Bay Hotel is not considered as an ‘abandoned
building’ and it will be for yourself as the decision taker to consider
the evidence before you regarding abandonment and it may be
necessary to seek advice from the Council’s solicitor on this
particular issue. The PPG further clarifies the factors the LPA
should take into account when determining abandonment which
are as follows:
i) the physical condition of the building;
ii) the length of time that the building had not been used;
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iii) whether it had been used for any other purposes; and
iv) the owner’s intentions.
Subject to the Council’s legal opinion, the policy view is that there
should not be a general acceptance of the implications around
vacant building credit when assessing the need to deliver a
policy compliant scheme in terms of on-site delivery of affordable
housing in accordance with Policy ST18. However, it is accepted
that the Government intention behind this policy is to clearly
support the redevelopment of previously developed land so if
viability is an issue then the policy requirement for 30% affordable
housing could be reduced to make the scheme more viable,
removed entirely subject to the acceptance of VBC or alternatively
a financial contribution is sought towards the delivery of affordable
housing off-site in Ilfracombe. Such an approach is also
advocated by paragraph 202 of the NPPF which states ‘local
planning authorities should assess whether the benefits of a
proposal for enabling development, which would otherwise conflict
with planning policies but which would secure the future
conservation of a heritage asset, outweigh the dis-benefits of
departing from those policies’. In policy terms, it may be more
appropriate to secure a long term viable future for this site as
opposed to securing the required level of affordable
housing or other financial contributions as required by policy but
again, that will be for yourself to weigh in the planning balance. In
viewing the submitted supporting documentation with the
application, it does not appear that viability is an issue in this
particular instance as it has not been supported by a viability
assessment which I presume is principally on the proviso that VBC
is accepted by the Council although I do accept that any viability
arguments may have been examined and agreed with the previous
application (63167).
From a policy perspective, I am concerned regarding the lack of
affordable housing being delivered to meet that genuine locally
identified housing need. I am also concerned the majority of
development, particularly in terms of the flatted scheme where I am
of the opinion that these units will probably only come forward as
second homes although I do accept that such issues around
this tenure of home ownership is not in the control of the LPA
without them being legally tied through a s106 agreement for
affordable housing. Therefore, it could be considered that the only
local benefit is the delivery of an improved car park and public
access to some areas of open space albeit this must be balanced
against the already recognised redevelopment of this local
‘eyesore’. It is unclear from the submitted details as to how many (if
any) of the new open market homes are proposed for specified
households with a local connection to Lee, as required by Policy
DM24?
As set out above, the key design requirements to be considered for
this site are set out within the Council’s adopted design guide. As
part of these considerations, it is recommended that the
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proposals be assessed independently by the South West Design
Review Panel, funded by the developer although I do accept that
the applicant/agent have engaged extensively with the LPA
and local community in order to deliver a scheme that is likely to be
acceptable. Also, the site ascurrently proposed falls within the
threshold of being considered as major development (10 or
more dwellings or at least 0.5 hectares), there is a policy
requirement (DM04(2)) for the planning application to be supported
by a Building for Life 12 assessment (BfL12) where optimum
design outcomes will minimise ‘amber’ scores and ‘red’ scores
should be avoided. I welcome the submission of a BfHL
assessment, which is the successor to BfL12 and should be
critically assessed in order to justify the stated position although I
am encouraged by the score within the initial response.
The site of the Lee Bay Hotel (a non-designated heritage asset) is
within the defined conservation area as well as being within close
proximity to a number of listed buildings (The Old Mill – Grade
II; Smugglers Cottage – Grade II and White House – Grade II). You
must ensure the proposed development would conserve and
enhance the character and appearance of these heritage
assets, including their setting in accordance with Policies ST15 and
DM07. The Lee Bay conservation area character assessment
(2018) clarifies the area’s special character and
appearance. The overall design and layout of the development
should be considered against Policies ST02, ST03, ST04, ST05,
ST15, DM01, DM04, DM07 of the Local Plan as well as the
adopted Lee Bay Hotel Site Design Guide.
An indicative flood zone crosses the centre of the site (east to
west) which will restrict opportunities for new dwellings and
buildings there. More vulnerable uses such as housing must
be directed to areas of lower flood risk to the north of the site.
Therefore, of particular concern is the location of the new build
dwelling (unit 21) and possibly plot 19 which would appear to be
located within the indicative flood zone contrary to Policy ST03 and
adopted design guide where such a location of housing is unlikely
to pass any sequential test. Proposals for less vulnerable uses
within areas at risk of flooding, such as the café/restaurant/toilets
may be acceptable where adequate and appropriate flood
resilience and mitigation measures arise from land modelling as
part of a strategy to provide flood risk betterment. A safe means of
escape will be required as part of the exceptions test. Further
guidance on this issue may be required from the appropriate flood
authority.
The site is within the landscape character type 4C: Coastal Slopes
and Combes with Settlement where the overall strategy is ‘to
protect the distinctive linear and contained settlement pattern of
the combes, enhancing traditional vernacular building styles and
the setting of development within the landscape. The area’s
popularity as a tourism destination is managed to both provide
further sustainable recreational opportunities whilst ensuring
landscape character managed and strengthened. Medieval field
patterns are divided by an intact network of Devon hedges,
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seminatural habitats are managed and extended and landscape is
prepared for the future impacts of climate change’. Again, there is
some concern with unit 21 where its location potentially
encroaches in to the open landscape character of the valley
contrary to Policies ST14 and DM08A.
As set out in paragraph 6.5 of the Local Plan, ‘all development will
be expected to provide a net gain in biodiversity where feasible.
Where biodiversity assets cannot be retained or enhanced on
site, the Councils will support ‘biodiversity offsetting’ to deliver a net
gain in biodiversity off-site’. If there is some loss of existing habitat
then this should be mitigated against by providing additional
planting on site. The Defra metric should be used to ensure there is
an overall net gain in biodiversity. All issues around ecology and
net gain should be considered against ST14 and DM08.
All highway issues should be considered against Policies ST10,
DM05 and DM06 of the Local Plan as well as the adopted design
guide.
Accessible green infrastructure needs to be provided in ccordance
with Policy DM10. I welcome the intention for the landscaped area
to the south of the stream being made available for customers of
the café although I am of the opinion that this area of open space
should also be openly available to non-users of the café, including
users of the public footpath to the south and local residents of Lee.
The proposed café and green infrastructure need pedestrian
access from the public footpath to the south of the site, which also
connects to the public car park at the village hall. This footpath link
should link to a new riverside footpath as set out in the adopted
design guide. At this present time, such provision is unclear.
In terms of the erection of a new café and alterations to the existing
car park, Policy ST12(5) will support the provision of new locally
important shops, services and community facilities where they
are appropriately scaled. It could also be argued that as Lee Bay is
considered a tourist destination where opportunities to support
tourism in this area would be supported in principle subject to the
stated criteria within Policy DM17. Therefore, with regard to this
element of the proposed redevelopment I would suggest there is
policy support in principle.
On balance, the principle of redeveloping this previously developed
site is fully supported subject to the above considerations being
adequately addressed. However, I would still maintain that the
proposed housing should be subject to Policy DM24 as a starting
point with an element of affordable housing being delivered unless
the supporting documentation provides you with a compelling case
that unrestricted open market housing is the only option to realise a
viable redevelopment and regeneration of this previously
developed site.
I trust the above policy advice is of assistance to you but should
you wish to discuss the matter further then please do not hesitate
to contact me.
8/02/2022 10:01 - Thank you for consulting the Planning Policy
team concerning the above application.
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Reply Received Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004
8 February 2022 requires that if regard is to be had to the development plan in the
determination of a planning application then the determination must
be made in accordance with the development plan unless material
considerations indicate otherwise. As you are aware, the Council
have a recently adopted Local Plan (October 2018) which was
considered by the Inspector to be 'Sound' and in general
conformity with the NPPF; therefore, policies in the Local Plan are
up to date. The NPPF is a material consideration in planning
decisions as is the fact that the Council cannot clearly demonstrate
a five year supply of deliverable housing sites.
Planning Policy provided detailed comments on this application
back in April 2021 which are still considered relevant so I do not
wish to make any further comment to the amended plans /
information subject to this consultation. Therefore, please refer to
my previous response for the current policy position on this
application.

Legal Services
Officer 22/10/21

I trust the above comments are of assistance to you but should you
wish to discuss the matter further then please do not hesitate to
contact me.
Further to our discussion and my conversations with Trevor
Blatchford I confirm the legal position following research of the Lee
Bay Hotel Planning Application. I have read the documents
supplied by the Planning Department and attach specifically the
Affordable Housing Statement for ease of reference.
As you know Vacant Building Credit is embedded in the national
planning policy – both NPPF and NPPG, the purpose to generate
the redevelopment of brownfield sites i.e. Lee Bay Hotel. It is
therefore a primary consideration in my response. This is
mentioned by Neil Baker, Head of Planning & Environment at
Clarke Willmott who has provided a Legal Opinion at Appendix A of
the attachment.
Lee Bay Hotel is on the evidence ‘vacant’ and the development
proposed would seem appropriate. Steps have been taken to
preserve the condition of the existing buildings and it would appear
to be agreed that the state and condition of the buildings remains
the same for approximately the last year. In order to reach a
decision as to whether it is an abandoned building in the
recognised legal concept, and referred to in paragraph 28 of the
NPPG, I have considered the case law of The Trustees of the
Castell-y-Mynach Estate v Secretary of State for Wales and Taff
Ely Borough Council [1985] 1 WLUK 659 and the four defined
factors for consideration:1. Condition of the property – from the evidence, photos and
information provided it is accepted that the building has
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been maintained and remains in same state for lengthy
period of time, indeed over 12 months.
2. Period of non-use – this is several months although the
proposed redevelopment process was initiated and
therefore the period is not so significant particularly when
discussions with stakeholders have been ongoing.
3. It is agreed that there has been no use of the building in the
intervening period.
4. The intention for the use of the property is redevelopment.
In view of the above I confirm agreement with Mr Neil Baker that
Lee Bay Hotel has not been ‘abandoned’ and Vacant Building
Credit is applicable. I have checked that there is no additional
information and the facts remain as per the original instruction from
Mr Bob Pedlar in September 2020 to Damian Hunter, I appreciate
that affordable housing will not need to be provided however I
cannot see an alternative to this decision. Further I checked the
reference to recent 2017 case where it is contended that a Local
Planning Authority has limited discretion as to whether or not VBC
is applicable and a copy of the decision is attached for your
reference and is relevant.

Planning,
Transportation
& Environment

No objection received.

South West
Water

I refer to the above application and would advise that South West
Water has no objection.

Reply Received
12 March 2021
South West
Water
Reply Received
21 February
2022
Sport England
Reply Received
12 March 2021

Thank you for consulting South West Water. My apologies for the
delay in responding, fortunately there will be no repercussions in
this instance, because I can advise that South West Water have no
objection or comment.

The proposed development does not fall within either our statutory
remit (Statutory Instrument 2015/595), or non-statutory remit
(National Planning Policy Guidance (PPG) Par. 003 Ref. ID: 37003-20140306), therefore Sport England has not provided a
detailed response in this case, but would wish to give the following
advice to aid the assessment of this application.
General guidance and advice can however be found on our
website:
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https://www.sportengland.org/how-we-can-help/facilities-andplanning/planning-for-sport#planning_applications
If the proposal involves the loss of any sports facility then full
consideration should be given to whether the proposal meets Par.
97 of National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), link below, is in
accordance with local policies to protect social infrastructure and
any approved Playing Pitch Strategy or Built Sports Facility
Strategy that the local authority has in place.
If the proposal involves the provision of a new sports facility, then
consideration should be given to the recommendations and
priorities set out in any approved Playing Pitch Strategy or Built
Sports Facility Strategy that the local authority may have in place.
In addition, to ensure they are fit for purpose, such facilities should
be designed in accordance with Sport England, or the relevant
National Governing Body, design guidance notes:
http://sportengland.org/facilities-planning/tools-guidance/designand-cost-guidance/
If the proposal involves the provision of additional housing ( then it
will generate additional demand for sport. If existing sports facilities
do not have the capacity to absorb the additional demand, then
new and/or improved sports facilities should be secured and
delivered in accordance with any approved local policy for social
infrastructure, and priorities set out in any Playing Pitch Strategy or
Built Sports Facility Strategy that the local authority has in place.
In line with the Government’s NPPF (including Section 8) and PPG
(Health and wellbeing section), consideration should also be given
to how any new development, especially for new housing, will
provide opportunities for people to lead healthy lifestyles and
create healthy communities. Sport England’s Active Design
guidance can be used to help with this when developing or
assessing a proposal. Active Design provides ten principles to help
ensure the design and layout of development encourages and
promotes participation in sport and physical activity.
NPPF Section 8: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/national-planningpolicy-framework/8-promoting-healthy-communities
PPG Health and wellbeing section:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/health-and-wellbeing
Sport England’s Active Design Guidance:
https://www.sportengland.org/how-we-can-help/facilities-andplanning/design-and-cost-guidance/active-design
Please note: this response relates to Sport England’s planning
function only. It is not associated with our funding role or any grant
application/award that may relate to the site.
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Sport England has no comment to make on this amended
plans/information consultation. Please refer to our previous
responses for our current position on this application

Reply Received
1 February 2022
Sustainability
The submitted Ecological Impact Assessment (EA) provides a
Officer
thorough assessment of the site and its existing structures and
includes updated bat surveys. The EA also references earlier
Reply Received ecological surveys submitted in 2016 and 2019. No further
25 March 2021
protected species surveys are considered necessary at this time,
however a Natural England EPS (Bats) derogation licence will
be secured prior to commencement of works to the building.
· Pollution control measures detailed in a CEMP to avoid impacts
to designated sites;
· Eradicate Japanese knotweed, Himalayan balsam, giant rhubarb
and other invasive species prior to commencement of works;
· Protect retained habitats with weld-mesh fencing, in line with
BS5837: 2012;
· Reptile (and amphibian) translocation prior to commencement of
works;
· Vegetation clearance undertaken outside the bird nesting season
and under a method
statement to avoid impacts to dormice;
· Minimise tree removal;
· Extensive species-rich grassland, scrub and woodland planting in
POS and private areas; management to be secured in a LEMP;
· Reprofiling of the stream corridor to include removal of culvert;
· Carefully considered lighting strategy to minimise impacts to
nocturnal wildlife.
· MCZ mitigation packs
I would request that these recommendations are secured prior to
determination. All recommendations will form part of the
CEMP/LEMP documents and will also be required to
include appropriately detailed protected species method
statements and lighting strategies.
Sustainability
Officer
04.04.22

The key outstanding requests which do not appear to have been
addressed are the requirements for site wide LEMP and CEMP
and the lighting strategy ensuring impacts on dark corridors are
minimised.
I would generally request that these are secured prior to
determination, however given the site and its history I understand
you may wish to apply conditions. I note the AONB also recognise
the requirement ‘the Ecology Survey,
notes the importance of minimising unnecessary light spill and we
would ask that a detailed Lighting Strategy/Plan, be produced
before determination and that its recommendations are made a
condition of planning, should the Council decide to grant planning
permission’.
Should you be minded to secure by condition I would suggest that
the Landscape Plan is revised to illustrate the dark corridors where
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the lighting strategy will be required to demonstrate that
illumination is kept below 0.5 lux. The lighting strategy must clearly
specify all external fittings and fixtures and demonstrate the
measures taken to ensure internal lighting spill is minimised in
accordance with https://www.bats.org.uk/our-work/buildingsplanning-and-development/lighting
The only other significant piece of supporting information which
appears to be absent is a Landscape Plan with detailed planting
specifications. Currently we have the LEE_006 rev C LANDSCAPE
MASTERPLAN (STAGE 3) document which is illustrative and does
not contain any clear reference to the extent of habitat removal,
retention and creation.

Neighbours / Interested Parties
Comments
5

No Objection
2

Object
16

Petition
0

No. Signatures
0

Objections:

No substantive repairs to building carried out.

Japanese knotweed not dealt with and inadequate proposals to eradicate. Must be
dug out. Demolition of the whole building will be required.

Reasons for refusal previously, not dealt with.

Design Brief ignored.

Lack of engagement with residents and neighbours. Lack of Statement of Community
Involvement.

No benefit to community.

Impact on Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.

Holiday home owners not aware of proposals.

Foul drainage proposals inconsistent in Planning & Regeneration Statement against
Flood Risk Assessment and Drainage Report.

Café toilets will not be open to the public 24 hours a day, unlike the existing public
toilets. Retain public toilets with contribution from applicant. Ownership of land needs
clarification (not owned by hotel). Intention to demolish needs clarification.

Lack of clarity on the National Trust option to acquire the land.

Lack of affordable housing. Housing needs survey.

Lack of local needs housing.

Conclusions of VBC legal opinion questioned. Hotel has been abandoned.

No Construction Management Plan available.

Building for Life assessments are incorrect.

Second home use will drain Council resources.

Lack of Viability Report. No proof that 21 dwellings are needed. No proof hotel use is
unviable. No updated marketing information available.

No clarification of who will manage and maintain residential and public spaces.

Harmful impact of 4 new dwellings on the landscape, AONB, Conservation Area and
Chapel Cottage curtilage. Units 20 and 21 of particular concern.

Unit 21 is in the flood zone contrary to policy and the Sequential Test.
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Significant improvement in appearance.

Good to see some retention and later extensions removed.

No externally accessed toilets in café.

Foul sewage treatment must be fit for purpose.

Construction impacts need to be addressed.

The 4 new dwellings will not block views.

Landscape Master Plan successfully links different elements.

Removal of blot on the landscape.

Affordable housing provision unrealistic.

Health and safety must be addressed, e.g. traffic/highways.
Officer comment: the matters raised will be considered as appropriate in the report below.
Considerations
Proposal Description
This application seeks detailed planning permission for Conversion, extension and
alteration of existing hotel to form 17 No. dwellings; erection of 4 No. homes; formation of
new public open space; extension to existing car park; erection of café facilities; and
associated landscaping, drainage and highway works.

Planning Considerations Summary








Previous Decision
Policy Context
Housing
Ecology
Design
Heritage Assets
Landscape
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Amenity
Drainage
Transport
Other issues inc. S106

Planning Considerations
In the determination of a planning application Section 38 of the Planning & Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004 is relevant. It states that for the purpose of any determination to be
made under the planning Acts, the determination is to be made in accordance with the
development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise. The development
plan for this area includes the Devon Waste Plan and North Devon and Torridge Local
Plan. The relevant Policies are detailed above.
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) is a material consideration.
The following are also material considerations:




Lee Bay Hotel Site Design Guide 2020
Lee Conservation Area Character Appraisal 2018
AONB Management Plan

Previous Decision and Policy Context
(Policy) Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that if
regard is to be had to the development plan in the determination of a planning application
then the determination must be made in accordance with the development plan unless
material considerations indicate otherwise. As you are aware, the Council have a recently
adopted Local Plan (October 2018) which was considered by the Inspector to be ‘Sound’
and in general conformity with the NPPF; therefore, policies in the Local Plan are up to
date. The NPPF is a material consideration in planning decisions.
Following refusal of the previous planning application (63167) in April 2019, Members
requested that a policy document be prepared to ascertain the type and scale of
development that may be acceptable on this previously developed site. The ‘Lee Bay Hotel
Site – Design Guide’ has now been prepared by the policy team in consultation with the
local community through Lee & Lincombe Residents Association and Ilfracombe Town
Council as well as the North Devon Coast Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty Manager
and the prospective developer. As you are aware the design guide was adopted by the
Council at the Strategy and Resources Committee on the 3 rd August 2020. Its adoption
gives the document weight as a material planning consideration in the decision making
process as does the adopted AONB Management Plan 2019-2024.
The Council currently accepts that clause (2) of Policy ST21 is triggered on the basis that,
at this point in time, it is not possible to demonstrate that completions are above 90% of
that which was required for the previous monitoring year and that there would be an
appropriate recovery demonstrated for the next two years. Whilst Policy ST21 recognises
the need to support additional housing sites coming forward where there is a shortfall in
the annualised dwelling requirement, clause (2) is clear in that such support will be given
to proposals for additional residential development outside of defined settlement limits in
accordance with the stated criteria (a to d). It should be noted that Lee Bay is not a defined
settlement within the adopted Local Plan.
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Following the Burwood appeal decision in Torridge, the Councils recognise that they are
currently unable to demonstrate a five year supply of deliverable housing land sufficient to
meet their housing requirements; with the appeal determining there to be a 4.23 year
supply as of 1st April 2019, based on the application of a 20% buffer and the use of the
‘Liverpool’ method to distribute any backlog of under-delivery since the beginning of the
plan period in 2011, over the remainder of the plan period up to 2031.
Therefore, National planning policy (Footnote 7, National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF)) establishes that when a local planning authority is unable to demonstrate a five
year supply of deliverable housing sites, for the purposes of triggering the presumption in
favour of sustainable development, it should consider the policies which are most
important for determining the application to be out-of-date. Accordingly, the presumption in
favour of sustainable development (paragraph 11(d), NPPF as a material consideration),
should be applied for decision-taking involving applications for housing.
If there is no clear reason to refuse an application based on a protected area or asset
(Footnote 6, NPPF) which includes the AONB and Heritage Coast, the decision taker
needs to consider as a material consideration the NPPF’s requirement to grant permission
unless any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the
benefits – the so-called tilted balance (Paragraph 11(d)(i), NPPF). From a policy
perspective, the lack of a 5 YHLS is a material planning consideration and I would suggest
you must apply moderate weight in the tilted balance to a proposal of 21 homes as I am of
the opinion that it could make a modest contribution to the Councils’ shortfall in deliverable
housing sites if the proposed homes were to be developed within the next 5 years. If this
scheme is approved, then I would appreciate details from the developer as to their
proposed timeline in terms of build-out.
As you are aware, the site is within the AONB and Heritage Coast where Policies ST14(e)
and DM08A would apply. As set out in the NPPF, the ‘presumption in favour of sustainable
development’ does not necessarily apply within the AONB and Heritage Coast as
confirmed by Paragraph 11(d), footnote 6 of the NPPF, due to other restrictions placed on
these protected landscapes elsewhere within the Framework. Paragraph 172 of the NPPF
gives great weight to conserving and enhancing scenic beauty in protected landscapes
such as the AONB which have the highest status of protection. Paragraph 172 continues,
‘the scale and extent of development within these designated areas should be limited and
planning permission should be refused for major development (NPPF definition - 10
dwellings or 0.5 hectares) other than in exceptional circumstances, and where it can be
demonstrated that development is in the public interest’. The NPPF does not imply that
‘major development’ in this context relates to the definition as set out previously and in my
opinion is considered to be slightly more nuanced. Footnote 55 within paragraph 172
clarifies how decision-makers must decide what is ‘major development’ which is not just
about its nature, scale and setting but also whether it has significant effects.
Whilst it will be a fact of judgement for yourself to determine the impact 21 dwellings (17
units through conversion and 4 new build) and a new detached café building would have
on the setting and special character and qualities of the AONB and Heritage Coast in this
area, I would suggest that the principle of redeveloping this unique brownfield site, where
opportunities for such redevelopment are limited and could be considered as an
exceptional circumstance particularly in the context of a settlement such as Lee Bay,
should be supported. Also, the current condition and continued deterioration of the existing
building and associated grounds has been a cause of some concern for the local
community over many years which has a negative impact on the protected landscape
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character and surrounding heritage assets and its redevelopment should therefore seek to
enhance the natural and historic landscape setting. From a policy perspective, the
redevelopment is considered as being in the public interest and should weigh in the
balance in favour of sustainable development.
In policy terms and as I have set out above, this relatively large previously developed site
has been left derelict for a number of years and its current condition is having a negative
impact on this environmentally sensitive area (AONB, Heritage Coast, Coastal & Estuarine
Zone, adj. Marine Conservation Zone – Policy ST14). Paragraph 5.11 recognises ‘there
are a number of large rural brownfield sites across northern Devon that are not subject to
specific site allocations. The Local Plan recognises and supports opportunities to
regenerate these sites where it secures economic growth and contributes to and enhances
the natural and local environment’. Also, paragraph 118(c) of the NPPF seeks to ‘give
substantial weight to the value of using suitable brownfield land within settlements for
homes and other identified needs, and support appropriate opportunities to remediate
despoiled, degraded, derelict, contaminated or unstable land’. It is clear that the re-use of
sites such as this are encouraged by both national and local planning policy (Policies ST01
and ST02) and therefore there is clear policy and local community support in principle for
the site’s redevelopment but you must be assured that the current scheme is policy
compliant in terms of the level of development proposed within a Rural Settlement; and the
potential impacts of the development on environmental and heritage assets.
Lee is a recognised Rural Settlement where Policy ST07(3) will apply. The status of Lee is
further clarified by paragraph 4.15 which states ‘beyond Local Centres and Villages, the
opportunity to achieve sustainable development is diminished by the increasing absence
of services and facilities. It is however recognised that there is a further tier of generally
smaller settlements, with and without services, which contribute to the overall sustainability
of the rural area. Appropriately scaled and located development to meet locally generated
housing needs will be supported in qualifying Rural Settlements (requiring the settlement
to have at least one service or community facility from the following:- community/village
hall, post office, public house, convenience shop, place of worship, sports playing field,
primary school), as enabled by Policy DM24: Rural Settlements’. As Lee has at least one
prescribed community facility there is no contention over its status within the settlement
hierarchy of the Local Plan. Within a Rural Settlement, appropriately located development
of a modest scale will be enabled to meet locally generated needs. In response to a FAQ
“what is modest scale development?” it was recently agreed that most development under
DM24 is likely to be for only one or two dwellings and will rarely consist of more dwellings.
Clearly, the scale and tenure of development proposed (21 open market dwellings) is more
than modest scale contrary to Policy DM24. Also, it is unlikely the village has an identified
need for 21 local occupancy dwellings to meet a locally identified housing need (specified
households with a local connection to Lee). Paragraph 13.133 of the Plan makes it clear
that in identified Rural Settlements, speculative development is not supported in view of
sustainability considerations.
However, it is fair to say that this site is unique and not something you would generally
come across in a Rural Settlement; a relatively large and essentially derelict previously
developed site with extensive overgrown grounds, due mainly to the site being vacated
since 2005. Whilst redevelopment may not be strictly in accordance with Policy DM24, I
would suggest there is general agreement that this site is currently an ‘eyesore’ for the
local community and visitors alike and its deteriorating condition is having an adverse
impact on the special landscape character and surrounding heritage assets but also the
site provides a real opportunity to deliver a high quality development to enhance this
special landscape character.
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From a policy perspective, this run-down building and extensive overgrown grounds
cannot be left to deteriorate any further and therefore a viable solution needs to be found
that will regenerate this site and deliver a high quality development for Lee and its local
residents. This may require a slightly more liberal interpretation of development plan policy
requirements by balancing them against the benefits of enhancing the locality’s landscape
and heritage assets and regenerating a derelict brownfield site. The recent adoption by the
Council of the design guide will also be a relevant factor here. However, you must ensure
that, as major development in the AONB, any proposal must clearly demonstrate that it is
in the public interest (NPPF para 172).
Affordable Housing
The applicant set out the argument that vacant building credit (VBC) will apply in this
instance and no affordable housing should be sought. Legal Opinion has been sought
from both the applicant’s side and from NDC and both agree that Vacant Building Credit
does apply to this site. Therefore as less floor space is being provided in this proposal than
currently exits on site using government legislation we cannot ask for affordable housing
provision. A lot of comments received refer to the lack of affordable housing on the site but
due process and regard to national policy has been undertaken and if we were to refuse
on this issues then this would be likely to be overturned at appeal.
Design
As set out above, the key design requirements to be considered for this site are set out
within the Council’s adopted design guide, which can be viewed at Lee Bay Hotel Design
Brief (northdevon.gov.uk) . The applicant has engaged extensively with the LPA and local
community in order to deliver a scheme that is likely to be acceptable. Also, the site as
currently proposed falls within the threshold of being considered as major development (10
or more dwellings or at least 0.5 hectares), there is a policy requirement (DM04(2)) for the
planning application to be supported by a Building for Life 12 assessment (BfL12) where
optimum design outcomes will minimise ‘amber’ scores and ‘red’ scores should be
avoided. I welcome the submission of a BfHL assessment, which is the successor to
BfL12.
The Crime & Disorder officer has raised some detailed issues which have been
incorporated where needed by planning legislation and will also be looked at during the
building control process.
As part of the application submission the applicant has reviewed the Lee Bay Hotel Site
design guide requirements and assessed their proposal against the requirements:Lee Bay Design Guide SPD – Compliance Statement
NB. Extract from Appendix A of the Planning and Regeneration Statement
Lee Bay Design Guide Criterion

Preliminary Assessments
Compliant with BfL 12

Assessment by Design Review Panel

Compliant with all 12 No. criteria – refer
to separate Building for a Healthy Life
Report
Given the positive pre-application
enquiry undertaken in 2020 (ref:
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ENQ1092020), and the longstanding
work undertaken by the applicant and
design team since 2014, it was not
considered necessary to subject to the
proposals to external scrutiny by an
independent design review panel.
The proposal is fully in compliance with
national policy on development in the
AONB as set out in in the Planning
Assessment of the Planning and
Regeneration Statement.

Compliance with AONB Policy

Site Layout
Where possible, retain and convert the
historic core of the original hotel building
(western building) to create residential
and/or commercial uses

Demolish the later eastern extension
and redevelop with well-designed
houses on a similar footprint that
reflects existing architectural qualities
within Lee. Detached or semi-detached

Whilst some demolition is necessary the
historic core of the original hotel will be
largely retained and converted to 16
apartments. The design will reflect the
condition of the hotel prior to the
unsightly 1970s extensions that will be
demolished retaining its historic fabric
from and detailing. The existing
elevation adjacent to the road would be
demolished and the new elevation wall
would be set be set back by
approximately 1.5m to allow
waterproofing, maintenance, and
access to the retaining wall. It would
still replicate the materials and design
rhythm of the existing wall whilst being
set back for those operational reasons.
Likewise, the south facing single storey
extension would be demolished and
replaced with a design that emphasizes
the key Arts and Craft features of the
original hotel. The core of the original
hotel would be retained although some
additional dividing walls would need to
be introduced to sub-divide the building.
A modest extension to the east of the
building, in keeping with design ethos of
the original building would occupy some
of the space of the 1970s extension
which would be demolished. Taken
together this would produce a building
of enduring quality.
A new modest extension to the east of
the building, in keeping with design
ethos of the original building would
occupy some of the space of the 1970s
extension which would be demolished.
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housing may be appropriate here but
terraces are unlikely to be acceptable

No new dwellings to be located south of
the watercourse
Detached or semi-detached properties
may be appropriate on part of the
former car park along the main road
frontage
South facing elevations should be
designed to optimise opportunities for
solar gain

No new buildings to be sited in areas at
risk of flooding
A range of densities may be acceptable
but the development must reflect the
dispersed character of the settlement
with clear open spaces between
buildings
Scale / Bulk / Height:
Provide a mix of house types and sizes
that reflect local needs

Any new build development should not
exceed the height of the original hotel
building to be retained
Roofscape
Maintain a varied roof-scape, with
different roof forms and roof materials to
add interest when viewed from elevated
positions around the village

The 4 No. detached new homes would
be located further to the in east, nestled
lightly on the grounds blending into the
sloping grounds around the hotel car
park
No new dwellings will be located south
of the watercourse
The 4 No. detached dwellings will be
arranged around a reconfigured former
upper car park.
The 4 No. new homes all benefit from a
south facing aspect and are orientated
to optimise opportunities solar gain.
Likewise, the new southern extension to
the hotel will be designed to also
increase light penetration into the
building and the renovation of the main
core of the hotel will allow for the
introduction of roof lights to further
introduce natural light into the building.
All new buildings are located in Flood
Zone 1.
The 4 No. new dwellings will be
arranged around a reconfigured former
upper car park with clear separation
between buildings in an overtly
landscape-led design.
The proposed housing mix is weighted
towards apartments within the former
hotel building and 4 No. detached
homes.
The 4 No. new dwellings and the cafe
and WC block would not exceed the
height of the retained original hotel
building.
The conversion of the original hotel to
16 No. dwellings will largely allow the
original roof design to be retain and
enhanced, with some parts of the fabric
of the original roof retained providing
interest when view from around the
village.
The 4 No. new homes include one
pitched traditional unit, 2 units with
mono pitched grass roofs, and one flat
roofed (grass) single storey dwelling.
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The new buildings will sit lightly in the
valley landscape.
The roof on the new café and toilet
block will be in natural slate.

Vehicular / Pedestrian / Cycle
Access:
Re-use the existing site entrance as a
single point of vehicular access

Create new pedestrian access to/from
Footpath 36 along the southern site
boundary

Create new pedestrian access to/from
South West Coast Path along the
northern or western site boundary
Provide an appropriate scale and range
of car parking on site to meet
anticipated needs for residents
Retain and upgrade the existing public
car park to the rear of Wrinklewood for
tourism and local community use

The vehicular entrance to the east of
the Hotel building will be retained and
the former car park utilised as
communal private parking for the
converted/extended hotel and 4 No.
new dwellings.
It is intended that the southern side of
the site will be managed by the café
operator with public access available to
the grounds that extend to 0.64 ha
during opening hours.
The northern side of the valley will
remain private for the benefit of
residents and will be managed by a
private management company.
The proposal will open up a vista across
the valley and will provide a more
convenient and safe shared surface
around the headland.
Residential parking will be in full
compliance with Devon County
Council’s parking standards.
The existing car park used by the public
will be resurfaced and rationalised to
provide a total of 70 public parking
spaces (of which 6 will be visitor parking
spaces for the residential development).
This will improve the quality of the
public car parking area while increasing
the number of spaces available from
approximately 40 when randomly
parked to 64. this complies fully with the
Local Plan Policy in relation to public
car parks and will help to reduce onstreet parking in the local area which
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can take place in inappropriate and / or
illegal locations.
Green Infrastructure
Retain and enhance the open character
of the grounds and provide public
benefit for tourism and local community
use including provision of a public
footpath along one side of the stream
that runs through the grounds to the bay
Incorporate landscape planting that can
survive and flourish in a coastal
environment and will enhance the local
landscape character
Ensure re-development delivers a
biodiversity net gain

Preserve and enhance the watercourse
running through the site, removing
culverting where possible
External Materials / Appearance
Reflect the local vernacular character of
Lee including use of natural stone
walling of a style used extensively
throughout the village
Any external lighting needs to be
designed to minimise light pollution on
the AONB and to safeguard protected
species
Any sense of ‘urbanisation’ through the
design of pavements, streets and
security lighting must be avoided

Waste Management / Recycling
Provide adequate off-street storage
space for wheeled bins and recycling
facilities
Bin / recycling storage should be
integrated within the development whilst
siting and landscaping should reduce its
visual impact
Improve sewage treatment facilities
within the site, serving the site and
neighbouring properties

The south side of the valley will be
publicly accessible.

The planting includes native species will
flourish in the coastal environment
whilst contributing to improving the
landscape character of the valley.
The application provides empirical
evidence that confirms that the proposal
will provide an onsite biodiversity net
gain.
The development would preserve and
enhance the watercourse through
removal of the culvert and associated
works.
The renovation of the hotel will utilise a
palette of natural materials that matches
with that used in the Arts and Craft
design of the original hotel building.
External lighting will be designed to
minimise the impact of any light
pollution on the AONB and to safeguard
light sensitive bat species.
No adopted road will be provided within
the site. This will enable hard surfaced
parking areas to be constructed out of
high-quality surfacing materials with
minimal low emission way-finding
lighting.
Adequate bin storage/recycling has
been incorporated into the application
plans.
The bin/recycling storage locations are
discreet and will not have an adverse
landscape impact.
In terms of foul sewerage, the existing
foul disposal system is not an
appropriate method for the new
development. The site will be served by
a new foul package treatment plant
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Lee Bay Design Guide Criterion

located beneath the new public car park
area to the south of the watercourse.

The design is considered to reflect the requirements of the brief overall noting the
foregoing.
Heritage Assets
In considering to grant planning permission which affects a listed building or its setting the
Local Planning Authority shall have special regard to the desirability of preserving the
building or its setting or any features of architectural or historic interest which it possesses
in accordance with Section 66 of the Listed Building Act.
Section 72 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 states a
general duty of a Local Planning Authority as respects conservation areas in exercise of
planning functions. In the exercise, with respect to any buildings or other land in a
conservation area special attention shall be paid to the desirability of preserving or
enhancing the character or appearance of that area.
The Conservation Officer advised on the 21/04/2021 that this application follows on from
63167, which was refused. In relation to that application, I identified three causes of harm
to the historic environment:
1.
2.
3.

Loss of a non-designated heritage asset (the Hotel)
Effect on the setting of the adjacent grade II listed Mill Cottage
Effect on the character and appearance of the Lee Conservation Area.

These factors were material to the decision to refuse the application.
The current application is different in that it proposes to retain the historic core of the hotel,
and to erect detached houses in the grounds. The cafe and car parking elements appear
to remain the same. We did not raise issue with these in the previous application, and do
not intend to do so here.
It is considered that the current proposal resolves the three heritage issues detailed above.
The site of the Lee Bay Hotel (a non-designated heritage asset) is within the defined
conservation area as well as being within close proximity to a number of listed buildings
(The Old Mill – Grade II; Smugglers Cottage – Grade II and White House – Grade II). You
must ensure the proposed development would conserve and enhance the character and
appearance of these heritage assets, including their setting in accordance with Policies
ST15 and DM07. The Lee Bay conservation area character assessment (2018) clarifies
the area’s special character and appearance. The overall design and layout of the
development has been considered against Policies ST02, ST03, ST04, ST05, ST15,
DM01, DM04, DM07 of the Local Plan as well as the adopted Lee Bay Hotel Site Design
Guide and given the constraints on the site and the need to retain the historic importance
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of the site whilst delivering a sustainable scheme is it considered that these policy
requirements have been met.
The scheme is considered to address these matters.
Flood Risk
An indicative flood zone crosses the centre of the site (east to west) which will restrict
opportunities for new dwellings and buildings there. More vulnerable uses such as housing
must be directed to areas of lower flood risk to the north of the site. This issue has led to
ongoing work between the applicant, EA, DCC Flood risk and your planning officers. The
work with a slightly revised scheme has resulted in the removal of objection from the EA
and DCC Flood Risk subject to conditions, thus addressing this concern.
Landscape
The submitted Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) finds that, in occupation,
the proposals will result in beneficial landscape and visual impacts, as a result of the
management of the woodland and open space; opening up the stream; refurbishing the
original hotel building and removal of the 1930’s extension. We believe that the proposed
new housing will have a low impact on the character of the local or wider landscape
character of the AONB.
The site is within the landscape character type 4C: Coastal Slopes and Combes with
Settlement where the overall strategy is ‘to protect the distinctive linear and contained
settlement pattern of the combes, enhancing traditional vernacular building styles and the
setting of development within the landscape. The area’s popularity as a tourism destination
is managed to both provide further sustainable recreational opportunities whilst ensuring
landscape character managed and strengthened. Medieval field patterns are divided by an
intact network of Devon hedges, semi-natural habitats are managed and extended and
landscape is prepared for the future impacts of climate change’. The revised scheme
accords with Policies ST14 and DM08A.
Ecology
As set out in paragraph 6.5 of the Local Plan, ‘all development will be expected to provide
a net gain in biodiversity where feasible. Where biodiversity assets cannot be retained or
enhanced on site, the Councils will support ‘biodiversity offsetting’ to deliver a net gain in
biodiversity off-site’. If there is some loss of existing habitat then this should be mitigated
against by providing additional planting on site. The Defra metric should be used to ensure
there is an overall net gain in biodiversity. All issues around ecology and net gain should
be considered against ST14 and DM08. The most recent comments from the Council’s
Sustainability Officer are set out below:
My last response confirmed that the EA was thorough, current and does not recommend
any further protected species surveys.
The key outstanding requests which do not appear to have been addressed are the
requirements for site wide LEMP and CEMP and the lighting strategy ensuring impacts on
dark corridors are minimised.
The Sustainability Officer would generally request that these are secured prior to
determination, however given the site and its history you may wish to apply conditions. I
note the AONB also recognise the requirement ‘the Ecology Survey, notes the importance
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of minimising unnecessary light spill and we would ask that a detailed Lighting
Strategy/Plan, be produced before determination and that its recommendations are made
a condition of planning, should the Council decide to grant planning permission’.
Should you be minded to secure by condition I would suggest that the Landscape Plan is
revised to illustrate the dark corridors where the lighting strategy will be required to
demonstrate that illumination is kept below 0.5 lux. The lighting strategy must clearly
specify all external fittings and fixtures and demonstrate the measures taken to ensure
internal lighting spill is minimised in accordance with https://www.bats.org.uk/ourwork/buildings-planning-and-development/lighting
The only other significant piece of supporting information which appears to be absent is a
Landscape Plan with detailed planting specifications. Currently we have the LEE_006 rev
C LANDSCAPE MASTERPLAN (STAGE 3) document which is illustrative and does not
contain any clear reference to the extent of habitat removal, retention and creation. It is
considered that all these outstanding matters can be covered by condition as set out at the
end of this report.
Highways
All highway issues should be considered against Policies ST10, DM05 and DM06 of the
Local Plan as well as the adopted design guide. There are no objections for DCC
Highways as policy requirements are met. The amount of traffic generated by this proposal
will be substantially less than that of the previous use of the site.
Open Space
Accessible green infrastructure needs to be provided in accordance with Policy DM10.
Substantial open space will be available on site with one side of the valley allocated for the
residents and the other side publically accessible. An off site contribution of £52,076 has
been agreed and will be secured through a legal agreement. There is also a public open
space area to the west of the site as well which is proposed.
In terms of the erection of a new café and alterations to the existing car park, Policy
ST12(5) will support the provision of new locally important shops, services and community
facilities where they are appropriately scaled. It could also be argued that as Lee Bay is
considered a tourist destination where opportunities to support tourism in this area would
be supported in principle subject to the stated criteria within Policy DM17. Therefore, with
regard to this element of the proposed redevelopment there is policy support in principle.
Amenity
Policies DM01 and DM02 allow for consideration of amenity.
Policy DM01: Amenity Considerations advises that Development will be supported where:
(a)
(b)

it would not significantly harm the amenities of any neighbouring occupiers or
uses; and
the intended occupants of the proposed development would not be harmed as
a result of existing or allocated uses.
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The dwelling to the east of the site as shown to the right of the plan extract below is
approximately 53m from the site boundary and 60m from the closest proposed dwelling;
with this proposed dwelling being approximately 7.5m from the boundary. Landscaping is
proposed which will be controlled by a planning condition. The site section, extracted
below, demonstrates how the proposed dwellings will site in the site and relate to the
neighbouring dwellings.

The relationships, in terms of all properties, not just those shown in the these plan
extracts, are considered to be acceptable in amenity and design terms given the levels
proposed, distances involved, landscaping, proposed uses and noting the existing uses.
Furthermore the Environmental Health Officer has reviewed this application in relation to
Environmental Protection matters and comment as follows:
Japanese Knotweed
The GE Ecological Impact Assessment states:
"Extensive stands of Schedule 9 plants are present throughout the Site. Allowing these
species to spread is an offence and it is understood an eradication programme is in place.
The remaining invasive species will be eradicated prior to or during development of the
Site and areas should be fenced off to prevent contractors from inadvertently spreading
invasive species through the Site or off-site. The location of invasive species recorded on
Site is shown in Appendix 9
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The above comments refer to infestations of Japanese knotweed affecting several parts of
the site and to legal implications under The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. In addition,
the Environmental Protection Act 1990 requires disposal of knotweed as a controlled
waste.
Once identified at a site, it is important that steps are taken to prevent the spread of
Japanese knotweed and treatment of any significant infestation requires professional
expertise.
I recommend the Applicant be asked for details of the treatment and eradication scheme
mentioned in the GE report and include details of expert recommendations relating to any
post treatment mitigation and monitoring requirements. In addition, I recommend that any
planning permission include a suitable planning condition requiring full implementation of
an approved treatment and monitoring scheme.
Since this response full details of the work undertaken on Knotweed mitigation to date and
the plan for the future have been provided to the Council’s satisfaction. Concern has been
raised about the implications for the structure to be retained but again a structural survey
shows that it is only the element to be demolished which is affected.
Land Contamination
Housing developments are recognised as having high sensitivity to the presence of any
land contamination affecting the site. Planning conditions can address this matter if
planning permission is granted.
Foul Drainage/Flood Risk Proposals
The Planning Statement states the site will be served by a new foul package treatment
plant located beneath the car park area and refers to the Flood Risk Assessment and
Hydraulic Modelling Report prepared by RMA for more information.
The RMA Flood Risk Assessment and Drainage Strategy document states:
"it is proposed for the new foul drainage system to be treated by foul package treatment
plants which will discharge into the Borough Valley Stream (refer to Figure 4.2). This
discharge method was agreed in principle with the EA for the previous application; the
water quality requirements of the discharge will be agreed at the detailed design stage."
The Applicant was asked to provide further details of the proposed scheme and clarify the
extent of Environment Agency agreement that a viable scheme can be achieved. The
details also addressed the potential for public health risks associated with treated effluent
discharge to a local water course close to / crossing a public beach (including for example
risks related to treatment plant malfunction or failure). There are now no objections from
the EA and DCC Flood Risk subject to suggested conditions.
Asbestos and Construction Phase Impacts
The buildings on the site are of an age where materials containing asbestos may have
been used in their construction or subsequent modification. The buildings should be
surveyed for such materials prior to any conversion or demolition by a suitably qualified
person in order to protect site workers and public health. Where found, materials
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containing asbestos must be treated and, where relevant, be disposed of in accordance
with asbestos regulations and health and safety guidance.
Depending on the results of the survey, relevant recommendations should be referred to in
a Construction Environmental Management Plan (see below).
In order to ensure that nearby residents are not unreasonably affected by dust, noise or
other impacts during the construction phase of the development a Construction
Environmental Management Plan Condition can be imposed, along with restrictions to
construction hours.
Other issues
S106
Open Space Contribution (as previously discussed above).
An off site contribution of £52,076 has been agreed and will be secured through a legal
agreement to go towards:




Enhancement of the village Hall
Enhancement of the Play Area
Benches / Seating in the vicinity of the site.

Education
Regarding the proposed application, Devon County Council has identified that the
proposed 19 family type dwellings will generate an additional 4.75 primary pupil and 2.85
secondary pupils which would have a direct impact on schools within Ilfracombe.
In order to make the development acceptable in planning terms, an education contribution
to mitigate its impact will be requested. This is set out below:
“We have forecast that there is enough primary capacity within Ilfracombe for the number
of pupils expected to be generated from this development and therefore a contribution
towards primary education would not be sought. We have forecasted that the nearest
secondary school has not got capacity for the number of pupils likely to be generated by
the proposed development and therefore Devon County Council will seek a contribution
towards this additional education infrastructure to serve the address of the proposed
development. The contribution sought for secondary would be £67,089 (based on the DfE
secondary extension rate of £23,540 per pupil). These contributions will relate directly to
providing education facilities for those living in the development.
All contributions will be subject to indexation using BCIS, it should be noted that education
infrastructure contributions are based on June 2020 prices and any indexation applied to
contributions requested should be applied from this date.
The amount requested is based on established educational formulae (which related to the
number of primary and secondary age children that are likely to be living in this type of
accommodation) and It is considered that this is an appropriate methodology to ensure
that the contribution is fairly and reasonably related in scale to the development proposed
which complies with CIL Regulation 122.
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In addition to the contribution figures quoted above, the County Council would wish to
recover legal costs incurred as a result of the preparation and completion of the
Agreement.”
Public Toilets
It has been confirmed by the applicants that the public toilets do not form part of the
development proposals and will remain in public ownership with an agreed contribution
being passed to the Town Council for the future maintenance of these facilities. The
amount of this contribution is £35,000 to Ilfracombe Town Council to cover the next 10
years of running costs and maintenance. This sum would be as a planning obligation
under Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended), with half
due on completion of 50% of the proposed dwellings and the balance on 100%.
Consultation/Publicity
Appropriate consultation and publicity is considered to have been carried out with regard
to the application.
Conclusion
Whilst it will be a fact of judgement to determine the impact 21 dwellings (17 units through
conversion and 4 new build) and a new detached café building would have on the setting
and special character and qualities of the AONB and Heritage Coast and Heritage Assets
in this area, it is concluded that the principle of redeveloping this unique brownfield site,
where opportunities for such redevelopment are limited can be considered as an
exceptional circumstance particularly in the context of a settlement such as Lee Bay, and
as such should be supported. Also, the current condition and continued deterioration of the
existing building and associated grounds has been a cause of some concern for the local
community over many years which has a negative impact on the protected landscape
character and surrounding heritage assets and its redevelopment will seek to enhance the
natural and historic landscape setting. As such the redevelopment is considered as being
in the public interest and should weigh in the balance in favour of sustainable
development.
The application is therefore considered to accord with the adopted development plan and
Duties detailed above. Approval of the application is therefore recommended subject to
the imposition of planning conditions and Section 106.
Human Rights Act 1998
The provisions of the Human Rights Act and principles contained in the Convention on
Human Rights have been taken into account in reaching the recommendation contained in
this report. The articles/protocols identified below were considered of particular relevance:



Article 8 – Right to Respect for Private and Family Life
THE FIRST PROTOCOL – Article 1: Protection of Property

Section 149(1) of the Equality Act 2010 places a statutory duty on public authorities in the
exercise of their functions to have due regard to the need to (a) eliminate discrimination,
harassment, victimisation and any other conduct that is prohibited by or under the Act (b)
advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it (c) foster good relations between persons
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who share a relevant protected characteristic and persons who do not share it (the Public
Sector Equality Duty or 'PSED'). There are no equality implications anticipated as a result
of this decision.
Recommendation
APPROVE subject to the finalisation of planning conditions and the securing of a Legal
Agreement being delegated to the Head of Planning, Housing and Health.
Legal Agreement to secure:
£35,000 to Ilfracombe Town Council to cover the next 10 years of running costs and
maintenance of the public toilets.
£67,089 towards education provision
£52,076 towards public open space
Accessible open space Management Company
Shared private amenity space Management Company
Planning Conditions to include
1.

The development to which this permission relates must be begun not later than the
expiration of three years beginning with the date on which this permission is granted.
Reason
The time limit condition is imposed in order to comply with the requirements of
Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.

2.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the
following approved plans/details:
14047 L 001 A Site Location Plan received on the 02/02/21
14047 L090 P6 Proposed Existing Plans Ground received on the 02/02/21
14047 L091 P6 Proposed Existing Plans First received on the 02/02/21
14047 L092 P6 Proposed Existing Plans Second received on the 02/02/21
14047 L098 P4 Proposed Existing Elevations North received on the 02/02/21
14047 L097 P4 Proposed Existing Elevations South received on the 02/02/21
14047 L096 P4 Proposed Existing Elevations East & West received on the 02/02/21
14047 NP 01 XX DR A 1101 P9 Unit 18 Plans received on the 31/01/22
14047 NP 01 XX DR A 1102 P9 Unit 19 Plans received on the 31/01/22
14047 NP 01 XX DR A 1103 P9 Unit 20 Plans received on the 31/01/22
14047 NP 01 XX DR A 1104 P9 Unit 21 Plans received on the 31/01/22
14047 NP 01 01 DR A 1105 P1 Proposed Cafe Plan received on the 02/02/21
14047 NP 01 XX DR A 2101 10 Unit 18 Elevations received on the 31/01/22
14047 NP 01 XX DR A 2102 10 Unit 19 Elevations received on the 31/01/22
14047 NP 01 XX DR A 2103 10 Unit 20 Elevations received on the 31/01/22
14047 NP 01 XX DR A 2104 10 Unit 21 Elevations received on the 31/01/22
14047 NP 01 XX DR A 2105 P1 Proposed Cafe Elevations received on the 02/02/21
14047 NP 01 XX DR A 3103 P2 Site Sections received on the 02/02/21
14047 NP 01 XX DR A 3107 P1 Site Sections received on the 19/04/21
05553 TPP 29.01.21 Tree Protection Plan Sheet 1 of 2 received on the 02/02/21
05553 TPP 29.01.21 Tree Protection Plan Sheet 2 of 2 received on the 02/02/21
LEE 006 C Landscape Masterplan Stage 3 received on the 28/01/22
14047 L115 P1 Ground Floor received on the 11/02/21
14047 L116 P1 First Floor received on the 11/02/21
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14047 L117 P1 Second Floor received on the 11/02/21
14047 L125 P1 Elevations East and West received on the 11/02/21
14047 l126 P1 Elevations South received on the 11/02/21
14047 l127 P1 Elevations North received on the 11/02/21
('The approved plans')
Reason
To ensure the development is carried out in accordance with the approved plans in
the interests of proper planning.
Further conditions securing:





















External finishing materials final submission
Arboricultural works and tree protection
Construction Management Plan
Contaminated land conditions
Hard and Soft Landscaping Scheme – including boundary treatments
Surface water details
Foul drainage details
Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP)
Landscape Environmental Management Plan (LEMP)
Lighting Strategy ensuring impacts on dark corridors are minimised.
Japanese Knotweed Eradication Plan
Construction Hours
Waste audit statement
Provision of bin stores prior to occupation
Provide onsite parking prior to occupation of dwelling to which it relates
Removal of dwelling Permitted Development
Removal of Café Change of use Permitted Development
Complete hotel conversion prior to occupation of no more than 2 of the detached
dwellings.
Construction programme for Beach Car Park and associated café building to be
approved by the LPA prior to any dwelling occupation.
Provision of public open space to the west of the site.

Informatives
Informative with regard to Natural England EPS (Bats) derogation licence required prior to
commencement of works to the building.
Statement of Engagement
In accordance with paragraph 38 of the National Planning Policy Framework the Council
has worked in a positive and pro-active way with the Applicant and has negotiated
amendments to the application to enable the grant of planning permission. This has
included securing revised details to make the development acceptable.
Inserts
1)
2)

Location Plan
Lee Bay Hotel Site Design Guide which can be viewed at Lee Bay Hotel Design Brief
(northdevon.gov.uk)
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Appendix A

72859 - Lee Bay Hotel, Lee, Ilfracombe
Lynton House, Commercial Road,
Barnstaple, EX31 1EA
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Appendix B

Adopted – August 2020

Foreword
This ‘Design Guide’ for the Lee Bay Hotel site has been prepared as a result of concerns over the continued deterioration of the building and its
extensive grounds over many years and its negative impact on the protected landscape character and surrounding heritage assets. The
document is intended to set out a positive solution for the redevelopment of this previously developed site by identifying a number of key design
requirements whilst recognising that this must be achieved through regard to adopted planning policies and the site’s associated constraints.
It has been prepared in consultation with the local community through Lee & Lincombe Residents Association and Ilfracombe Town Council as
well as the North Devon Coast Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty Manager and the prospective developer.
Its adoption by the Council at Strategy and Resources Committee on 3rd August 2020 gives it weight as a material planning consideration in the
decision making process when any formal planning application is submitted for determination.
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Appendix B

Lee Bay Hotel Site – Constraints and Requirements
Planning Policy Context
FACT / CONSTRAINT
WITHIN/ACROSS SITE
Within Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty (AONB)

Within Heritage Coast

POLICY IMPLICATION
NPPF #172, ST09, ST14, DM08A & A1, A2, A5
(AONB MP) – great weight should be given to
conserving and enhancing the AONB’s landscape
and scenic beauty which has the highest level of
protection – applications for major developments
should be refused other than in exceptional
circumstances where it is in the public interest
NPPF #173, ST09, ST14, DM08A & A1 (AONB
MP) – major development is unlikely to be
appropriate unless compatible with its special
(undeveloped) character
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Within Coast and Estuary Zone
(NDTLP)

ST09(7) – development within the undeveloped
coast and estuary will be supported where it does
not detract from the unspoilt character,
appearance and tranquillity of the area, nor the
undeveloped character of the heritage coasts, and
it is required because it cannot reasonably be
located outside the undeveloped coast and
estuary

• Design must not harm the Heritage
Coast’s special character, recognising
that part of the site is ‘previously
developed land’, as defined in the
NPPF
• Design must balance public benefits
for any development against the scale
and degree of loss of significance
• Encourage proposals that preserve
the setting of the heritage asset or
which better reveal its significance –
NPPF #200
• Design on undeveloped parts of the
site must not detract from its unspoilt
character, appearance and tranquillity
• The footprint of the former hotel
building is considered to be within the
Developed Coast. Re-development
will be supported in principle where it
will not detract from the character of
the protected landscapes and
environmental assets
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NPPF #197, ST15, DM07 & E1, I2 (AONB MP) –
the scale and degree of loss of significance needs
to be weighed in a balanced judgement against
the public benefits of the scheme

• Design must not harm the AONB’s
special landscape character and
special qualities
• Justification of public interest for any
major development here

Appendix B

Lee Bay Hotel
non-designated heritage asset

REQUIREMENT

Within Lee Conservation Area
(Character Appraisal adopted
2018)

Lee is recognised as a Rural
Settlement

Within Landscape Character
Type 4C: Coastal Slopes and
Combes with Settlement incl.
Seascape Character
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Flood zones 2 and 3 across
centre of site

ST14 & DM08A – special qualities of LCT 4C
include linear settlements within the landscape,
some with farmsteads in village centre, traditional
vernacular of cob, Morte slates, thatch, whitewash
and stone

• Dwellings should be designed to meet
needs of identified households with
local occupancy connections and/or
affordable homes unless supported by
a robust viability justification for the
comprehensive regeneration of the
site
• Development must use designs and
materials that conserve the area’s
special qualities
• Development must be compatible with
the character of the local area in terms
of design, scale and materials and
must take account of the strategy for
the host landscape character type
• New dwellings and buildings should
not be located within flood zones 2
and 3. Other less vulnerable uses may
be acceptable there depending upon
their use and function

•

•

Design to make adequate provision to
safeguard protected species and to
provide a net gain in biodiversity
across the site
Light pollution should be minimised in
accordance with ecological best
practice
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NPPF #155 & ST03 & A5 (AONB MP) –
development should be directed away from areas
at highest risk (whether existing or future). Any
development proposals within FZ2 or FZ3 must
satisfy the sequential test and exception test.
Where development is justified in such areas, the
development should be made safe for its lifetime
without increasing flood risk elsewhere
Para 40 of 2006 NERC Act – duty to have regard
to biodiversity in carrying out their functions
ST14, DM08 & B1, I6 (AONB MP) – conserve
protected species and the habitats on which they
depend

• Development must utilise materials
and density that preserve or enhance
the area’s special character and
appearance including the green valley
through the site
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Protected species known to be
present

Para 69 – Planning (Listed Buildings &
Conservation Area) Act 1990, ST15, DM07 & E1,
I2 (AONB MP) & Lee Conservation Area
Character Appraisal – need to preserve or
enhance the special character and appearance of
the conservation area
ST07(3) & DM24 – appropriately located
development of a modest scale is enabled to
meet locally generated needs – speculative
development is not supported

Japanese Knotweed present

Para 14 of Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 –
Japanese knotweed is listed on schedule 9 (nonnative species) where it is an offence to plant or
cause it to grow in the wild
B2 (AONB MP)

•

Brownfield Site

NPPF #118(c) & ST02 – re-use is encouraged
where environmental constraints will allow

•

Vacant Building Credit

NPPF #63 & ST18 & I3 (AONB MP) – the
provision of affordable housing may not be
delivered as part of the development

•

•
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NPPF #129 & DM04(2) – practicalities of
achieving a successful BfL12 score when a large
part of the site requires conversion of a heritage
asset

Appendix B

Building for Life 12

Comprehensive regeneration of the
site should ensure existing Japanese
Knotweed is removed completely
across the entire site and not allow it
to escape or cause it to grow on
adjoining land
Ensure that environmental and
heritage constraints are not adversely
impacted by redevelopment
VBC only applies where the building
has not been abandoned, which is a
matter of legal interpretation to be
assessed when a formal planning
application has been submitted
Factors to consider around
abandonment:
i)
the physical condition of the
building;
ii)
the length of time that the
building had not been used;
iii)
whether it had been used for
any other purposes; and
iv)
the owner’s intentions
Implications of VBC and delivering
affordable housing must be balanced
against the need to secure a long-term
viable future for this heritage asset
(NPPF #202)
Optimise design outcomes that will
minimise ‘amber’ scores and avoid
‘red’ scores, whilst safeguarding the
site’s heritage assets
The achievement of high design
standards in respect of character,
function and sustainability

NPPF #83 & DM18 – are there opportunities to
reinstate the former hotel? Policy would support
the principle of new and the expansion or
rationalisation of existing tourism accommodation

•

Para 66(1) of the Planning (Listed Buildings &
Conservation Area) Act 1990 – special regard
should be paid to the desirability of preserving the
listed building and its setting

•

Within the setting; Smugglers
Cottage & White House (grade
II listed buildings)

Para 66(1) of the Planning (Listed Buildings &
Conservation Areas) Act 1990 – special regard
should be paid to the desirability of preserving the
listed buildings and their settings

•

South West Coast Path
(SWCP) along N/W boundaries

ST09 & DM05 – South West Coast Path is a
national trail

•

Tourism

ADJACENT TO SITE
Adjoining the Old Mill (grade II
listed building)

•
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•

Countryside & Rights of Way Act 2000, ST10 &
DM05(2) – legal public right of way must be
maintained

•

•
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Public footpath 36

Retain as much of the existing hotel
building as possible, especially the
western half which is closest to the
listed building subject to structural
advice
Retain as much of the existing hotel
building as possible, especially the
western half which is closest to the
listed buildings subject to structural
advice
Safeguard the route, safety and
accessibility of the existing public right
of way
Safeguard and enhance views in to
the site from the national trail
Provide new connection(s) to SWCP
where practical to do so
Safeguard and enhance the route,
safety and accessibility of the existing
public right of way which runs along
the southern boundary
Provide new connection(s) from the
site to PROW 36 where practical to do
so from the site perimeter
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•

Convert existing redundant building
back to a high-quality hotel / tourist
accommodation, if viable
There is an opportunity to create a
publicly accessible beach carpark,
public open space and associated
facilities

Marine Conservation Zone
along the coast

Adjoining Zone 7d02 of
Shoreline Management Plan 2
Restricted width and alignment
of roads serving the site

Marine & Coastal Access Act 2009 & ST14 & D2,
I4 (AONB MP) – allows Marine Conservation
Zones (MCZs) to protect a range of nationally
important marine wildlife, habitats, geology, where
specified features within the MCZ are protected
ST09 & D1 (AONB MP) – Zone 7d02 (Lee)
proposes to maintain and improve the defences to
continue protecting Lee, through holding the line
DM05 & I5 (AONB MP)– require safe and welldesigned vehicular access and egress that
consider the needs and accessibility of all highway
users including pedestrians

•

Ensure development does not have an
adverse impact on marine wildlife,
especially inshore waters and beach
habitats

•

Ensure the proposal to ‘hold the line’
at Lee is not compromised

•

Design the access to secure highway
safety and ensure there is sufficient
capacity on the approach roads
recognising the historic use of the site
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Lee Bay Hotel Site – Site and Design Considerations
Context
The Lee Bay Hotel has been disused since it ceased trading in 2005 and its present dilapidated condition, together with the overgrown gardens,
do not reflect its former status as a hotel, or the well-maintained character of buildings elsewhere in Lee. There have been various proposals to
develop the site, some of which retained parts of the original hotel, and others which proposed complete demolition. These proposals have all
included elements of new build within the grounds. In principle, the Council are generally supportive of a viable comprehensive regeneration of
this site to enhance its character and appearance and to deliver public benefits to the local community.
Design Considerations
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Whilst the hotel is identified as a non-designated heritage asset, it is generally accepted that the eastern end of the existing hotel is not of
sufficient architectural quality or interest to merit retention. However, the western end of the core building (excluding some modern
unsympathetic extensions) does retain many significant arts and crafts features, and includes use of local materials. Because of these
characteristics, it complements, contributes to and ties in well with the special character and appearance of the Lee Conservation Area and the
setting of nearby listed buildings. Therefore the western core of the building should be retained, whilst there is scope for exploring opportunities
for new replacement buildings to the east.

As part of any redevelopment, there are opportunities for enhancement in the areas immediately adjacent to the building, particularly the stone
paved area close to the beach. Here the arts and crafts style use of local stone features could be used to enhance both the public realm and the
hotel facilities. There is an opportunity to remove the crude flat roofed extension on the north-west end of the building, which would again
enhance both the design and appearance of the building itself as well as the experience of a visitor because the panorama of Old Mill, beach and
gabled end of the Hotel reveals itself on emerging westwards down the lane.
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The valley is relatively open and views across it are a key feature within the conservation area and local Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(AONB). Any new development within the grounds of the former hotel should seek to retain this sense of open space, and follow the dispersed
settlement pattern prevalent within the rest of the Conservation Area. Flood zones cross the centre of the site (east to west) which restrict
opportunities for new dwellings and buildings there. More vulnerable uses such as housing must be directed to areas of lower flood risk to the
north of the site. Proposals for less vulnerable uses within areas at risk of flooding may be acceptable where adequate and appropriate flood
resilience and mitigation measures arise from land modelling as part of a strategy to provide flood risk betterment. Existing buildings on site are
not at risk of flooding, therefore the location of the current buildings on the site should provide a guide to the siting of any new buildings, including
if the eastern part of the former hotel building is demolished.

In addition to maintaining the contribution made to local landscape character by open space, any new development should also seek to reinforce
the character of the Conservation Area by use of local, traditional materials and appropriate detailing. Any development must achieve a high
quality design. It is particularly important to use building forms that reflect and complement the eclectic and varied building styles present within
the village. The density of development will need to reflect that of the rest of the village, which is typically low.
Proposed landscaping for the site as part of any redevelopment needs to complement the open character across the centre of the site whilst
protecting the conservation area’s special open character and appearance. It also needs to incorporate planting species that enhance the local
landscape character, can survive in a coastal environment, as well as contributing to the redevelopment’s biodiversity net gain.
The South West Coast Path follows the main road adjoining the northern and western site boundaries passing the former hotel buildings, whilst
footpath 36 follows the southern site boundary. New connections from the site to these adjoining footpaths should be provided where feasible. A
new footpath through the site to join these footpaths would be supported.
Residential Considerations
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Lee is recognised as a Rural Settlement where development is enabled at a modest scale to meet locally generated housing needs. Any newbuild housing should be occupied only by households with an established local connection to Lee as set out in the local plan, subject to
consideration of any robust viability justification that is integral to the comprehensive regeneration of the site.
Any new homes within the converted hotel building can provide open market housing without local connection ties. If the whole site delivers 5 or
more new dwellings, there will be a requirement to deliver a proportion of affordable homes based on the recent Lee housing needs survey,
subject to viability and updated assessment of any vacant building credit.
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Site Address: Former Lee Bay Hotel, Lee, Ilfracombe
Policies: ST07(3) and DM24
Total Site Area: approximately 1.8 hectares
Developable Site Area (Residential): approximately 0.3 hectares

Site: location plan

Site: aerial photo
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Constraints and Opportunities Map for Redevelopment of Lee Bay Hotel site
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Key Views of Lee Bay Hotel site
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Viewpoint 2
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Viewpoint 1
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Viewpoint 4
Viewpoint 3
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Viewpoint 6
Viewpoint 5
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Viewpoint 7
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Lee Bay Hotel Site – Design Requirements
In addition to the design requirements set out below, development will also be supported by BfL12 (if major) and independently assessed by a
Design Review Panel, funded by the developer. As a major development in the AONB it will need to demonstrate compliance with the
requirement of only being permissible in ‘exceptional circumstances where it is in the public interest’, as well as being compatible with the
‘special character’ of the site and the surrounding landscape, and providing public benefit.
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Site Layout:
• Where possible, retain and convert the historic core of the original hotel building (western building) to create residential and/or commercial
uses
• Demolish the later eastern extension and redevelop with well-designed houses on a similar footprint that reflects existing architectural
qualities within Lee. Detached or semi-detached housing may be appropriate here but terraces are unlikely to be acceptable
• No new dwellings to be located south of the watercourse
• Detached or semi-detached properties may be appropriate on part of the former car park along the main road frontage
• South facing elevations should be designed to optimise opportunities for solar gain
• No new buildings to be sited in areas at risk of flooding
• A range of densities may be acceptable but the development must reflect the dispersed character of the settlement with clear open spaces
between buildings
Scale / Bulk / Height:
• Provide a mix of house types and sizes that reflect local needs
• Any new build development should not exceed the height of the original hotel building to be retained
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Vehicular / Pedestrian / Cycle Access:
• Re-use the existing site entrance as a single point of vehicular access
• Create new pedestrian access to/from Footpath 36 along the southern site boundary
• Create new pedestrian access to/from South West Coast Path along the northern or western site boundary
• Provide an appropriate scale and range of car parking on site to meet anticipated needs for residents
• Retain and upgrade the existing public car park to the rear of Wrinklewood for tourism and local community use

Appendix B

Roofscape:
• Maintain a varied roof-scape, with different roof forms and roof materials to add interest when viewed from elevated positions around the
village

Green Infrastructure:
• Retain and enhance the open character of the grounds and provide public benefit for tourism and local community use including provision
of a public footpath along one side of the stream that runs through the grounds to the bay
• Incorporate landscape planting that can survive and flourish in a coastal environment and will enhance the local landscape character
• Ensure re-development delivers a biodiversity net gain
• Preserve and enhance the watercourse running through the site, removing culverting where possible
External Materials / Appearance:
• Reflect the local vernacular character of Lee including use of natural stone walling of a style used extensively throughout the village
• Any external lighting needs to be designed to minimise light pollution on the AONB and to safeguard protected species
• Any sense of ‘urbanisation’ through the design of pavements, and street and security lighting must be avoided
Waste Management / Recycling
• Provide adequate off-street storage space for wheeled bins and recycling facilities
• Bin / recycling storage should be integrated within the development whilst siting and landscaping should reduce its visual impact
• Improve sewage treatment facilities within the site, serving the site and neighbouring properties
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Application Report
Planning, Housing and Health
North Devon Council
Lynton House, Commercial Road,
Barnstaple, EX31 1DG
Application No:
Application Type:
Application Expiry:
Extension of Time Expiry:
Publicity Expiry:
Parish/Ward:
Location:

Proposal:
Agent:
Applicant:
Planning Case Officer:
Departure:
EIA Development:
EIA Conclusion:
Decision Level/Reason for
Report to Committee (If
Applicable):

75090
Full application
26 May 2022
29 April 2022
BARNSTAPLE/BARNSTAPLE WITH PILTON
15 Westaway Close
Barnstaple
Devon
EX31 1RU
Extension to dwelling
D & J May Architectural Services
Mr Roome and Ms Lewis
Mrs B. Coles
N
Development is outside the scope of the Regulations.
Applicant is a Councillor

Site Description
The site is a modern semi-detached two storey modern dwellinghouse, formally a linked
detached. The site is situated within the hammerhead of a cul-de-sac and faces towards
the access road. The site has light brickwork to the ground floor with painted render to the
first floor and a dual pitched roof covered with concrete tiles and has white UPVC windows
and doors and is similar in style to neighbouring dwellings. The site has an open amenity
area to the front with off street parking and to the rear is a private garden enclosed by
fencing.
Recommendation
APPROVAL
Legal Agreement Required: No
Planning History
Reference
Proposal
Number
17798
Proposed extensions over existing
garages at 14 & 15 Westaway Close,
Barnstaple, EX31 1RU
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Decision
Full
Planning
Approval

Decision
Date
3 November
1993
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Constraints/Planning Policy
Constraint / Local Plan Policy
Advert Control Area of Special Advert Control
Burrington Radar Safeguard Area consultation required for:
All buildings, structures, erections & works exceeding 45
metres in height.
Chivenor Safeguard Zone Consultation Structure or works
exceeding 45.7m
Landscape Character is: 7 Main Cities and Towns
Tree Preservation Order: 154 - A1, North Devon District
Tree Preservation Order 1982 No.1
Unclassified Road
USRN: 27501049 Road Class: A Ownership: Highway
Authority
USRN: 27501177 Road Class: R Ownership: Highway
Authority
Within adopted Development Boundary: Barnstaple North
Development Boundary ST06
Within Adopted Unesco Biosphere Transition (ST14)
Within Braunton Burrows Zone of Influence
Within Surface Water 1 in 1000
Within:, SSSI 5KM Buffer in North Devon, consider need for
AQIA if proposal is for anaerobic digester without
combustion plant
Within: Braunton Burrows, SAC 10KM Buffer if agricultural
development consider need for AQIA
SSSI Impact Risk Consultation Area
DM01 - Amenity Considerations
DM04 - Design Principles
DM08 - Biodiversity and Geodiversity
DM25 - Residential Extensions and Ancillary Development
ST14 - Enhancing Environmental Assets

Distance (Metres)
Within constraint
Within constraint

Within constraint
Within constraint
Within constraint

13.20
Within constraint
Within constraint
Within constraint
Within constraint
Within constraint
Within constraint

Within constraint
Within constraint

Consultees
Name
Barnstaple
Town Council

Comment
No comments received at time of preparing report.

Councillor I
Roome

No comments.

Councillor J
Orange

No comments received at time of preparing report.

Councillor M
Lovering

No comments received at time of preparing the report.

Sustainability
Officer

1/04/2022 12:14 - No comment
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Name

Comment

Reply Received
1 April 2022
Neighbours / Interested Parties
Comments
0.00

No Objection
0.00

Object
0.00

Petition
0.00

No. Signatures
0.00

No neighbour responses received at time of writing report.
Considerations
Proposal Description
This application seeks detailed planning permission for the erection of a single storey rear
extension to a 2 storey semi-detached dwelling to provide additional ground floor living
space.
The extension proposed will extend from the rear elevation of the main house by 3.30
metres and across the rear elevation for 5.50 metres with a footprint measuring 18.15
square metres. The roof proposed has a mono pitch layout at a height of 4.20 metres
above ground level with the pitch level situated above the cills of the first floor windows.
Glazed doors are proposed of the east elevation facing into the rear garden with two roof
lights.
Two narrow high level ground floor windows are proposed on the south elevation, one
serving the extension and one the main dwelling and a single window is proposed on the
north facing elevation of the proposed extension.
The proposed external materials are similar to and match those existing at the site.
Principle of Development
The development proposed is a residential extension which is deemed acceptable in
principle by Policy DM25 Residential Extensions and Ancillary Development of the North
Devon and Torridge Local Plan subject to design and amenity considerations. The
principle considerations of this application will also include its impact upon, ecology, flood
risk and drainage, and highways and parking.
Planning Considerations Summary






Design
Amenity
Ecology
Flood Risk and Drainage
Highways and Parking

Planning Considerations
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In the determination of a planning application Section 38 of the Planning & Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004 is relevant. It states that for the purpose of any determination to be
made under the planning Acts, the determination is to be made in accordance with the
development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise. The development
plan for this area includes the Devon Waste Plan and North Devon and Torridge Local
Plan. The relevant Policies are detailed above.
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) is a material consideration.
Design
Policy ST04 of the Local Plan states that development will achieve high quality inclusive
and sustainable design to support the creation of successful, vibrant places. Design will be
based on a clear process that analyses and responds to the characteristics of the site, its
wider context and the surrounding area taking full account of the principles of design found
in policy DM04.
Policy DM04 of the Local Plan encourages good design and ensures that development
proposals should be appropriate and sympathetic to setting in terms of scale, density,
massing, height, layout appearance, fenestration, materials and relationship to buildings
and landscape features in the local neighbourhood; reinforce the key characteristics and
special qualities of the area in which the development is proposed; and contributes
positively to local distinctiveness, historic environment and sense of place.
The proposed development will be situated over an area of hardstanding to the rear of the
site The proposal is a modest single storey extension with mono pitched roof layout which
is subordinate to the main dwelling and set back from the side elevation to the south and
boundary with the attached neighbouring property to the north. The use of external
materials will reflect those of the main dwellinghouse and it is considered that the
extension is of an acceptable size, scale, design and height to complement the main
dwellinghouse without affecting the existing design layout. It is considered the proposed
development will not be detrimental to the site or its setting.
In summary the proposed development will not be harmful to the overall character and
appearance of the dwelling and its setting. The development thereby accords with the
design considerations of the Local Plan as detailed above. The materials as detailed in the
application form are acceptable and therefore it is reasonable that any grant of planning
permission should be subject to a condition that ensures such.
Amenity
Policy DM01 of the Local Plan (Amenity Considerations) states that development will be
supported where:
(a)
(b)

it would not significantly harm the amenities of any neighbouring occupiers or
uses; and
the intended occupants of the proposed development would not be harmed as a
result of existing or allocated uses.

Policy DM25 states that (b) adequate residential amenity space and parking provision
being maintained; and (c) there being no significant adverse impact on the amenity of the
occupants of neighbouring properties.
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The rear of the site is surrounded by high level fencing and the proposed narrow high level
windows on the south facing side facing elevation and the single ground floor window on
the north elevation will not cause overlooking or loss of existing privacy. The proposed
glazed doors face into the rear garden and does not directly face towards neighbouring
properties.
Whilst neighbouring dwellings are located within close proximity to the north and south of
the site the development will not result in harm to neighbour amenity. Levels of privacy
currently enjoyed will be retained, there will be no concern regarding overlooking than
already currently exists and the development will not result in the loss of light due to the
size and scale of the proposed development and is considered to meet the requirements
of Policies DM01 and DM25 above.
Ecology
Local Planning Authorities have a statutory duty to ensure that the impact of development
on wildlife is fully considered during the determination of a planning application under the
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended), Natural Environment and Rural
Communities Act 2006, The Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017
(Habitats Regulations 2017).
Given the information received, it is unlikely that the development would result in harm to
protected species. However, it is reasonable that any grant of planning permission be
subject to a condition that states that prior to the approved extension being brought into
use, a bat box shall be sited on south elevation of the building and shall be retained
thereafter as per submitted drawing, 0 22-012-3 Proposed Floor Plan and Elevation. This
will achieve a net gain in biodiversity in compliance with Policies DM08, ST14 of the North
Devon and Torridge Local Plan and paragraph 174 of the National Planning Policy
Framework.
Flood Risk and Drainage
The site is not located within a flood zone nor Critical Drainage Area and is at very low
long term risk of flooding from rivers and the sea but at high risk of long term flooding from
surface water. The development is modest in its scale and situated over an existing area
of hardstanding. The proposal will not alter the level of hardstanding associated with the
site or lead to additional run-off and as such flood risk and drainage is not a constraint to
the proposed development.
Highways and Parking
The proposal will not impact upon highway capacity and safety.
Policy DM06 of the Local Plan (Parking Provision) states that development proposals will
be expected to provide an appropriate scale and range of parking provision to meet
anticipated needs, having regard to the:
(a) accessibility and sustainability of the site; (b) availability of public transport; (c)
provision of safe walking and cycling routes; and (d) specific scale, type and mix of
development. Proposals must also encourage the use of sustainable modes of transport
through careful design, layout and integration to the existing built form.
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The proposal provides additional accommodation which will not increase the living
capacity of the site. The proposal does not alter the existing off-street parking
arrangement which provides parking to the front of the site and it is considered that the
existing level of parking will meet the anticipated needs of the dwelling and requirements
of Policy DM06.
Conclusion
The application is considered to accord with the adopted development plan. Approval of
the application is therefore recommended subject to the imposition of planning conditions
Human Rights Act 1998
The provisions of the Human Rights Act and principles contained in the Convention on
Human Rights have been taken into account in reaching the recommendation contained in
this report. The articles/protocols identified below were considered of particular relevance:



Article 8 – Right to Respect for Private and Family Life
THE FIRST PROTOCOL – Article 1: Protection of Property

Section 149(1) of the Equality Act 2010 places a statutory duty on public authorities in the
exercise of their functions to have due regard to the need to (a) eliminate discrimination,
harassment, victimisation and any other conduct that is prohibited by or under the Act (b)
advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it (c) foster good relations between persons
who share a relevant protected characteristic and persons who do not share it (the Public
Sector Equality Duty or 'PSED'). There are no equality implications anticipated as a result
of this decision.
Recommendation
APPROVE
Legal Agreement Required: No
If further comments or representations are received these will be reported at the planning
committee meeting.
Conditions
1.

The development to which this permission relates must be begun not later than the
expiration of three years beginning with the date on which this permission is granted.
Reason
The time limit condition is imposed in order to comply with the requirements of
Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.

2.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the
following approved plans/details:
022-012-1 Location Site Plans received on the 30/03/22
022-012-3 Proposed - Floor Plan & Elevations received on the 30/03/22
022-012-4 Proposed - Perspective and section received on the 30/03/22
('The approved plans').
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Reason
To ensure the development is carried out in accordance with the approved plans in
the interests of proper planning.
3.

The proposed development shall be constructed in accordance with the following
schedule of external materials:
Roof - Marley Modern interlocking concrete tiles
Walls - Brickwork and render to match existing
Doors - Aluminium
Windows - white UPVC
Facia boards and rainwater goods - white UPVC
Reason
In the interests of the appearance of the development and locality in accordance with
Policy DM04 of the North Devon and Torridge Local Plan.

4.

Prior to the development hereby approved being brought into first use, a bat box shall
be sited on the south elevation of the building hereby approved and shall be
maintained and retained thereafter.
Reason
To achieve net gains in biodiversity in compliance with Policies DM08 and ST14 of
the North Devon and Torridge Local Plan and paragraph 174 of the National
Planning Policy Framework.

Informatives
1.

Statement of Engagement
In accordance with paragraph 38 of the National Planning Policy Framework the
Council has worked in a positive and pro-active way and has imposed planning
conditions to enable the grant of planning permission. This has included a schedule
of approved external materials and the installation of a bat box.

Insert
1)

Location Plan
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75090 - 15 Westaway Close, Barnstaple
Lynton House, Commercial Road,
Barnstaple, EX31 1EA
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Application Report
Planning, Housing and Health
North Devon Council
Lynton House, Commercial Road,
Barnstaple, EX31 1DG
Application No:
Application Type:
Application Expiry:
Extension of Time Expiry:
Publicity Expiry:
Parish/Ward:
Location:

Proposal:

Agent:
Applicant:
Planning Case Officer:
Departure:
EIA Development:
EIA Conclusion:
Decision Level/Reason for
Report to Committee (If
Applicable):

74789
Variation of condition(s)
31 May 2022
10 March 2022
LANDKEY/LANDKEY
Land to the west of junction of
Manor Road and Vicarage Road
Landkey
Barnstaple
Devon
EX32 0JB
Variation of condition 7 (access improvement works)
attached to planning permission 73430 (Variation of
conditions 2 (approved plans) 3 (access improvements)
and 4 (Materials) attached to planning permission 65957
(erection of two dwellings (amended access details to
those approved by planning permission 64024) to allow
amended house design) to allow re-wording of condition to
‘prior to occupation’ (amended description)
Woodward Smith Chartered Architects
Lane Homes Ltd
Miss S. May
N
N
Development is outside the scope of the Regulations
Applicant is a Councillor

Site Description
The application site is an unused corner plot of approximately 0.08 hectares situated on
land opposite the junction with Manor Road, lying adjacent to Vicarage Road and opposite
Church Meadow. Previously the site was surrounded by a hedgerow sat upon a low level
stone wall which ran along the entire perimeter, this is no longer present. The site lies
within the development boundary for Landkey and within the ‘Landkey Town’ Conservation
area. The site has an elevated aspect facing south/south east with a gently sloping
gradient from west to east. There is an existing watercourse (with side walls) which runs
north to south through the eastern side of the site before continuing underneath the
junction between Church Meadow Road and Vicarage Road.
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Recommendation
APPROVAL
Legal Agreement Required: No
Planning History
Reference
Proposal
Number
75076
Side extension to form new garage
at Ellandale Vicarage Road, Landkey

27623

54820

54819

55953

55954

62536

64024

64254

65957

Retrospective application in respect of
conversion of Malthouse to dwelling,
(amendments to plan. per. 6469) together
with proposed erection of fence/wall &
formation of parking area at the
Malthouse, Manor road, Landkey
listed building application for change of
use & division of public house to provide
three dwellings at the Ring O' Bells,
Manor Road, Landkey
Change of use & division of public house
to provide three dwellings (amended plan)
at the Ring O' Bells, Manor Road,
Landkey
Change of use of public house to form 1
dwelling & alterations to existing dwelling
(amended description) at the Ring O'
Bells, Manor Road, Landkey
Listed building application for change of
use of public house to form 1 dwelling &
alterations to existing dwelling (amended
description) at the Ring O' Bells, Manor
Road, Landkey
Erection of one dwelling (amended
address) at land adjacent to Byways,
Manor Road, Landkey
Erection of two dwellings (amended
plans) at land at the junction of Manor
Road & Vicarage Road, Landkey
Erection of one dwelling (amended plans)
at Ring O'Bells Cottages, Manor Road,
Landkey
Erection of two dwellings (amended
access details to those approved by
planning permission 64024) (amended
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Decision

Decision
Date

Full
Planning
Approval

12 October
1999

LB
(Execution
Works)
Approval
Withdrawn

11 January
2013

Full
Planning
Approval

14 August
2013

LB
(Execution
Works)
Approval

14 August
2013

Full
Planning
Refusal
Full
Planning
Approval
Full
Planning
Approval
Full
Planning
Approval

6 April 2017

15 July
2013

27 April
2018
16 August
2018
14 February
2019
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Reference
Number

73809

73430

Proposal
plans) at land at the junction of Manor
Road & Vicarage Road, Landkey
Erection of one dwelling (renewal of
planning permission ref: 64254)
(amended site plan) at Land to rear of
Ring O'Bells Cottages, Manor Road
Landkey

Variation of conditions 2 (approved plans)
3 (access improvements) and 4
(Materials) attached to planning
permission 65957 (erection of two
dwellings (amended access details to
those approved by planning permission
64024) (amended plans)) to allow amend
house design at Land to the west of the
junction of Manor Road and Vicarage
Road, Landkey

Decision

Decision
Date

Approved

11 October
2021

Approved

28 October
2021

Constraints/Planning Policy
Constraint / Local Plan Policy
Adjacent to Conservation Area: 35 Landkey Town Adopted
01/09/2012;
Advert Control Area Area of Special Advert Control
Burrington Radar Safeguard Area consultation required for:
All buildings, structures, erections & works exceeding 45
metres in height.
Chivenor Safeguard Zone Consultation Structure or works
exceeding 91.4m
Class III Road
Conservation Area: 35 Landkey Town Adopted 01/09/2012;
Landscape Character is: 1D Estate Wooded Ridges &
Hilltops
Listed Building Adjacent: 2446 EH Ref 1164986 Nos 1-3
The Causeway and Ring O' Bells Inn (Ring O' Bells Inn),
Landkey Town
Listed Building Curtilage (Adjacent to)
Unclassified Road
USRN: 27501030 Road Class:C Ownership: Highway
Authority/Private
USRN: 27501160 Road Class:R Ownership: Highway
Authority
USRN: 27504082 Road Class:Q Ownership: Private
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Distance (Metres)
Within constraint
Within constraint
Within constraint

Within constraint

Within constraint
Within constraint
16.57

17.57
5.19
7.28
7.28
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Constraint / Local Plan Policy
Within adopted Development Boundary: Landkey
Development Boundary ST07
Within Adopted Unesco Biosphere Transition (ST14)
Within Flood Zone 2
Within Flood Zone 3
Within:, SSSI 5KM Buffer in North Devon,consider need for
AQIA if proposal is for anaerobic digester without
combustion plant
SSSI Impact Risk Consultation Area
Conservation Area: LANDKEY TOWN
DM01 - Amenity Considerations
DM02 - Environmental Protection
DM03 - Construction and Environmental Management
DM04 - Design Principles
DM05 - Highways
DM06 - Parking Provision
DM07 - Historic Environment
DM08 - Biodiversity and Geodiversity
LAN - Landkey Spatial Strategy
ST01 - Principles of Sustainable Development
ST04 - Improving the Quality of Development
ST07 - Spatial Development Strategy for Northern Devon’s
Rural Area
ST10 - Transport Strategy
ST14 - Enhancing Environmental Assets
ST15 - Conserving Heritage Assets

Distance (Metres)
Within constraint
Within constraint
Within constraint
Within constraint
Within constraint

Within constraint

Consultees
Name
Councillor D
Luggar

Comment
No response received on initial consultation.

Councillor D
Luggar

No response received on second consultation.

DCC Development
Management
Highways

No response received on initial consultation.

DCC Development
Management
Highways

The Highway Authority has considered this application and has no
objection.

Reply Received
22 February
2022
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Name
Heritage &
Conservation
Officer
Reply Received
17 February
2022
Heritage &
Conservation
Officer
Reply Received
10 March 2022
Landkey Parish
Council
Reply Received
3 March 2022
Landkey Parish
Council
Reply Received
3 March 2022
Planning Policy
Unit
Planning Policy
Unit

Comment
17/02/2022 15:08 - I have no observations to make on this
proposal.

10/03/2022 10:36 - No further observations.

3/03/2022 08:36 - Recommended APPROVAL

3/03/2022 08:37 - Recommended APPROVAL

No response received on initial consultation.

22/02/2022 09:33 - No Comments

Reply Received
22 February
2022
Neighbours / Interested Parties
Comments
0

No Objection
0

Object
0

Petition
0

No. Signatures
0

Considerations
Proposal Description
This application seeks full planning permission for the variation of condition 7 (access
improvement works) attached to planning permission 73430 (Variation of conditions 2
(approved plans) 3 (access improvements) and 4 (Materials) attached to planning
permission 65957 (erection of two dwellings (amended access details to those approved
by planning permission 64024) to allow amended house design) to allow re-wording of
condition to ‘prior to occupation’.
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Condition 7
No other part of the development hereby approved shall be commenced until the access
improvement works have been completed in accordance with drawing no. 2110 P08 Rev B
and maintained as such thereafter.
Reason:
To ensure that a suitable access is available for all traffic attracted to the site during the
construction period and thereafter, in the interest of the safety of users of the adjoining
public highway in accordance with Policy DM05 of the North Devon and Torridge Local
Plan.
The plot has now been purchased by Lane Homes Limited.
The previous application under 73430 amended the design of the houses and approved
two detached two storey three bedroom dwellings (previously approved as two semidetached dwellings). The parking and turning area would be lowered and external
appearance amended. The access provision off the lane was adjusted and lowered
slightly. Due to an increase in costs of building materials the previously permission allowed
the following changes:





Elevations – render/forticrete (previously render/random rubble stone)
Roof – Redland mini stonewold grey tiles (previously slate)
Doors and windows – grey upvc (previously timber)
Rainwater goods – grey upvc (previously galvanised metal)

It should be noted that the application as originally submitted sought to vary the incorrect
condition hence why there has been a second round of consultation and re-advertisement.
Planning Considerations Summary







Principle and history relating to the site
Character and appearance
Highway safety
Flood risk and drainage
Amenity
Ecology

Planning Considerations
In the determination of a planning application Section 38 of the Planning & Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004 is relevant. It states that for the purpose of any determination to be
made under the planning Acts, the determination is to be made in accordance with the
development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise. The development
plan for this area includes the Devon Waste Plan and North Devon and Torridge Local
Plan. The relevant Policies are detailed above.
In considering to grant planning permission which affects a listed building or its setting the
Local Planning Authority shall have special regard to the desirability of preserving the
building or its setting or any features of architectural or historic interest which it possesses
in accordance with Section 66 of the Listed Building Act.
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Section 72 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 states a
general duty of a Local Planning Authority as respects conservation areas in exercise of
planning functions. In the exercise, with respect to any buildings or other land in a
conservation area special attention shall be paid to the desirability of preserving or
enhancing the character or appearance of that area.
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) is a material consideration.
Principle and history relating to the site
Application 73430 was approved on 28 October 2021 for the variation of conditions 2
(approved plans), 3 (access improvements) and 4 (materials) attached to planning
permission 65957 to allow an amended house design.
Application 65957 was approved on 14 February 2019 for the erection of two semidetached dwellings (with amended access details to those approved by planning
permission 64024). Approval 65957 sought to amend the highway vehicular access to the
site but was submitted as a full planning application and therefore all material planning
considerations were again looked at in detail.
The principle of development was originally established in planning approval 64254 then
again in 65957 with the delegated report stating:
“The site is within the development boundary of Landkey within the North Devon &
Torridge Local Plan. Planning Policy ST07: (Spatial Development Strategy for Northern
Devon’s Rural Area) allocated Landkey as a Schedule B: Village. This policy states that
development in villages will be enabled in accordance with the local spatial strategy to
meet local needs and growth aspirations.
The principle of the new residential development in this location is therefore acceptable
subject to other material planning considerations”.
Character and appearance
Planning Policy DM04 (Design Principles) of the North Devon & Torridge Local Plan
(NDTLP) seeks to promote local distinctiveness and patterns of settlement. The site is
within the historic core of Landkey and within the ‘Landkey Town’ Conservation area and
lies in close proximity to several listed buildings.
No changes would be made to the extant approval under 73430. The details below
provide narrative of what has already been approved.
The development as previously approved under 65957 took the form of a pair of two storey
semi-detached dwellings. The original application was amended to include stone
projecting gables to the east elevation and a net reduction in the size of the bi-fold door
and veranda element. These design amendments were agreed by the Conservation and
Heritage Officer and the use of traditional materials was considered acceptable in a
scheme which would sit comfortably within the street scene.
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Figure 1 - Elevations as approved under 65957
The proposal as approved under approval 73430 would see two detached dwellings which
would be separated by a distance of 1.5 metres with 1.8 metre fencing running between
the plots.

Figure 2 – Elevations as approved under 73430
Visually the design of the proposed eastern and western elevations would remain the
same. The development would see the insertion of an additional window opening on the
ground floor on both the north and south elevations.
Application 73430 approved the following materials:





Elevations – render/forticrete (previously render/random rubble stone)
Roof – Redland mini stonewold grey tiles (previously slate)
Doors and windows – grey upvc (previously timber)
Rainwater goods – grey upvc (previously galvanised metal)

Policy DM07: Historic Environment of the NDTLP states that proposals which conserve
and enhance heritage assets and their settings will be supported. Where there is
unavoidable harm to heritage assets and their settings, proposals will only be supported
where the harm is minimised as far as possible, and an acceptable balance between harm
and benefit can be achieved in line with the national policy tests, giving great weight of the
conservation of heritage assets.
Paragraph 195 of the National Planning Policy Framework 2021 states that Local Planning
Authorities should identify and assess the particular significance of any heritage assets
that may be affected by a proposal. They should take this into account when considering
the impact of a proposal on a heritage assets, to avoid or minimise any conflict between
the heritage asset’s conservation and any aspects of the proposal.
Paragraph 197 of the framework identifies the desirability of new development making a
positive contribution to local character and distinctiveness.
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The Heritage and Conservation Officer was previously consulted on the application and
commented that the site occupies a prominent position in the Landkey Town Conservation
Area, and forms part of the setting of several listed buildings. When the site was proposed
for development a scheme was eventually negotiated and approved (application 64024),
which conditioned the use of traditional materials, appropriate for this sensitive setting.
These were natural slate for the roofs, render and random rubble stone for the walls, metal
rainwater goods, and timber soffits, fascias, cladding to gables, and windows and doors.
The current application now proposes a move away from these traditional, site specific
materials towards modern generic materials - concrete roof tiles, manufactured stone
facing panels, cement board cladding and PVCu windows and doors.
The Heritage and Conservation Officer comments that these amendments do not maintain
the appropriateness of the negotiated scheme to the historic context, and are a backward
step in terms of acceptability. Their use will result in buildings that do not relate as well as
the proposed scheme to this setting, and instead reflect more of the character of typical
suburban housing estates. She considers that the proposed amendments would cause a
degree of less than substantial harm to the significance of the heritage assets, and
therefore under the terms of paragraph 202 of the NPPF, The public benefits of the
proposal should be taken into account when the decision is made.
The Conservation area at Landkey was formally adopted in September 1987 and has a
relatively low number of listed buildings scattered along its length, with no particular
clusters or concentrations. Materials occupy a typically narrow range. Local stone is used
and in some cases left as an exposed building material, whilst in other cases it is rendered
over. Landkey has come to serve as a commuter village for Barnstaple, with a significant
number of residents in the village being employed in Barnstaple, and as such there is
demand for housing in the wider area, creating a significant level of pressure for growth
Whilst the comments of the Heritage and Conservation Officer are noted, one has to look
at the existing context and streetscene. The dwellings would be seen principally against
the backdrop of other residential properties. The application site neighbours more modern
residential development to the north in the form of a dormer bungalow (Ellandale which is
on Vicarage Road), whilst to the south of the site are modern terraced properties at
Church Meadow.

Figure 3 – Ellandale to north of site
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Figure 4 - Modern terraced properties to south at Church Meadow

Figures 5 and 6 - The Malt House, is the nearest property to the south west of the
site with Foeffee Cottage immediately to the south of the Malt House. Neither of
these buildings are listed.
The nearest listed building known as the Ring O’Bells (approx. 36 metres to south west of
application site) and the row of 3 cottages to the left of this building (1-3 The Causeway)
are all Grade II listed buildings. However the application site is separated by the
Malthouse and Foeffee Cottage which are not listed.
Whilst it is acknowledged that traditional materials would be preferable in this locality, the
applicant is proposing man made materials due to the rise in building costs. The Local
Planning Authority consider it would be difficult however to resist the application purely on
the grounds of the materials alone.
In line with statute, policy and case law considerable weight and importance must be given
to the presumption against granting planning permission for development that could harm
the character or appearance of a conservation area or the setting of a listed building. If
less than substantial harm is found of whatever magnitude, the decision maker needs to
give considerable weight to the desirability of preserving the setting of the asset.
In this case, there is a lack of identifiable harm to the listed buildings and conservation
area and the proposed development as a minimum would ‘preserve’ the setting of the
listed buildings and the character and appearance of the conservation area. However, the
overall impact of the proposal needs to take into account the less than substantial ham
and this should be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal.
The public benefits of the proposal would comprise:




The delivery of two new dwellings
An increase in choice of homes
Employment opportunities during the construction phase
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Residents would be likely to use the village shop and services making a positive
contribution to their vitality and viability

In accordance with the test set out in paragraph 202 of the framework 2021 the clear
public benefits of the proposal would outweigh the less than substantial harm to the
significance of a designated heritage asset.
Highway safety
Policy DM05 of the North Devon & Torridge Local Plan only allows development where
there is safe access and egress and there is no harm to the functioning of the highway
network or character of the locality.
The existing access on to Manor Road is substandard in terms of visibility.
Application 64024 sought to improve visibility by chamfering the corner of the stone wall to
the west to allow for improved visibility, with the stone wall being rebuilt so as to protect
the appearance of the conservation area. This solution was the subject of pre-application
discussions between the applicant and Highway Authority(HA) and the HA had no
objection subject to a condition being imposed on both that the visibility splay work is
carried out prior to any further development taking place on the site.
Following the initial approval application 65957 sought to relocate the point of vehicular
access to the site slightly south so that the access point is within the application owners.
(The previous access point was in third partly land ownership). This allowed this site and
the adjacent site which had planning permission at that time for one dwelling (REF 64254)
to have vehicular access independent of each other.

Approval 65957

Approval under 73430

On approval 73430 the access off the lane was adjusted and lowered slightly. The plans
indicate that the stone wall would be rebuilt. Whilst approval 73430 imposed a condition to
ensure that the access improvements were completed prior to any other part of the
development commencing this application seeks to vary this condition to prior to
occupation.
The Highway Authority has considered this application and has no objection. Accordingly
on the grant of permission the condition will be re-worded to say that the access
improvements works shall be completed prior to occupation of the dwellings.
Sufficient off-road parking and turning provisions is provided for both dwelling. The
proposal is considered to accord with the requirements of Policy DM05 (Highways) and
DM06 (Parking Provision) of the NDTLP.
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Flood risk and drainage
On approval 65957 the delegated report commented that foul drainage would be via the
nearby mains foul water drainage, with surface water via on site soakaways. Given the
location and site area, this was considered an acceptable drainage strategy in accordance
with Policies ST03 and ST14 of the North Devon & Torridge Local Plan.
Whilst this was the case it is noted that the delegated report on 65957 inadvertently
referred to the site being within Flood Zone 1, whereas the constraint indicated it was
within Flood Zones 2/3.

The approved plan (left) under 65957 shows the water course on what was the extant
permission at the time of the submission of application 73430. The middle view shows
that a small section of the northern corner of the site has a constraint identified as being
flood zones 2/3, albeit the relationship of the new development to the watercourse is the
same (plan on right).
On application 73430 the applicant was asked to show that the site would not flood via the
submission of a Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) as the Environment Agency plan is so
schematic that it was hard to work out the west to east drainage route.
The FRA comments that the site has a gently sloping gradient from west to east with the
existing watercourse, little more than a running ditch, running north to south through the
eastern side of the site, before continuing underneath the junction between Church
Meadow Road and Vicarage Road. The ditch has been repaired by the new owner with
the construction of the side walls improved, meaning that debris is less likely to be retained
and any possible blockages are avoided.
The FRA demonstrates that Flood prevention measures would be in place in a worst case
scenario as follows:
Floor levels
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The finished ground floor level (FFL) under the approved 65957 was 30.48 which is well
below the FFL. The proposed FFL under approval 73430 would be 30.78 so between 2.6
metres and 1.7 metres that the invert level of the ditch, so above the potential design flood
level. The proposed changes forming part of this application would reduce any potential
flood risk by virtue of the finished floor levels being 300mm higher than previously
approved.
Access and Evacuation
Access to and from the site is situated to the west side of the site meaning if evacuation
due to flooding was required, the evacuation would take place in a manner that draws
people away from the sites source of flooding (the watercourse). The escape route is
above the predicted design flood level so residents would not be at risk should evacuation
be required.
Surface water management
The proposals seek to use a permeable finish where hard surfacing is required to allow for
surface water to infiltrate and percolate on site. Rainwater falling onto the dwellings roofs
will be collected by rainwater goods and discharges into the site via soakaway.
In light of the above the development is considered acceptable in respect of Policy ST02
(Mitigating the impact on Climate Change) and ST03 (Adapting to Climate Change and
Strengthening Resilience) of the NDTLP.
Amenity
In terms of amenity considerations, first floor windows to the north of unit 1 and south of
unit 2 serve bathrooms, and whilst there is some potential for the northern window to
overlook the neighbouring property (Ellandale, Vicarage Road), given this serves a
bathroom a condition requiring obscure glazing is considered appropriate.
First floor windows to the west elevation of the proposed development would face
obliquely onto the property known as The Malthouse (separation distance of approximately
18 Metres).
It is noted that application 73809 was approved on 11 October 2021 for the erection of one
dwelling (renewal of planning permission 64254) for a chalet bungalow (Land to rear of
Ring O’Bells). The approved site plan indicates that at its closest point unit 1 would have a
separation distance of 12.7 metres from the blank gable end of the proposed chalet
bungalow under consideration with the area fronting the dwelling being used for parking
and turning of vehicles.
Given the separation distance, and spatial relationship between dwellings and blank gable
end of the proposed chalet bungalow to the west of the site, the impact on amenity due to
overlooking is not considered so significant as to warrant a robust reason for refusal.
Sufficient private outdoor amenity area is proposed for both dwellings and the proposal is
considered to accord with Policy DM01 (Amenity Considerations) of the NDTLP.
Ecology
Local Planning Authorities have a statutory duty to ensure that the impact of development
on wildlife is fully considered during the determination of a planning application under the
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended), Natural Environment and Rural
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Communities Act 2006, The Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017
(Habitats Regulations 2017).
An updated Ecological Report was requested during the course of extant planning
application 65957 due to the Preliminary Ecological Assessment report being dated the
22nd June 2016. A site visit was undertaken by Brookside Ecology on the 30th January
2019 to revisit the site and to assess the small stone outbuilding to be demolished. The
external and internal inspection of the building revealed no evidence of protected species
thus concurring with the 2016 assessment of the building and site. This building has since
been demolished. This application dos not require the submission of any further
ecological information but on the grant of approval a condition will be imposed securing net
gains in respect of a bat and bird box of each dwelling. The development is therefore
considered in accordance with Policies ST14 and DM08 of the NDTLP.
Conclusion
In this instance the application is considered on balance to accord with the adopted
development plan. Approval of the application is therefore recommended subject to the
imposition of planning conditions.
Human Rights Act 1998
The provisions of the Human Rights Act and principles contained in the Convention on
Human Rights have been taken into account in reaching the recommendation contained in
this report. The articles/protocols identified below were considered of particular relevance:



Article 8 – Right to Respect for Private and Family Life
THE FIRST PROTOCOL – Article 1: Protection of Property

Section 149(1) of the Equality Act 2010 places a statutory duty on public authorities in the
exercise of their functions to have due regard to the need to (a) eliminate discrimination,
harassment, victimisation and any other conduct that is prohibited by or under the Act (b)
advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it (c) foster good relations between persons
who share a relevant protected characteristic and persons who do not share it (the Public
Sector Equality Duty or 'PSED'). There are no equality implications anticipated as a result
of this decision.
Recommendation
APPROVE
Legal Agreement Required: No
Conditions
1.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the
following approved plans/details:
L321 22 00 01 Location Plan received on the 07/02/22
2110 P 06 A Section Proposed received on the 10/05/21
2110 P 07 A Boundary Section Proposed received on the 10/05/21
2110 P 08 B Visibility Splay received on the 10/05/21
2110_P_03 A Floor and Roof Proposed received on the 23/09/21
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2110_P_05B Proposed Elevations received on the 23/09/21
2110_P_02 C Site Plan Proposed received on the 23/09/21
2110_P_04 A - Proposed Elevations 1.pdf received on the 23/09/21
('The approved plans').
Reason
To ensure the development is carried out in accordance with the approved plans in
the interests of proper planning.
2.

The proposed development shall be constructed in accordance with the following
schedule of materials:
Elevations - Render/forticrete random rubble stone
Roof - Redland mini stonewold grey tiles
Window cills - Slate
Rainwater goods - Grey UPVC
Soffit and Fascia - Grey UPVC
Window and doors - UPVC in anthracite grey
Balustrade - Timber and glazing
Reason
In the interests of the appearance of the development and locality in accordance with
Policy DM04 of the North Devon and Torridge Local Plan.

3.

The first floor window to the north of unit 1 and south of unit 2 hereby approved shall
be obscure glazed prior to its first occupation, and maintained and retained in
perpetuity.
Reason
To safeguard the privacy of the adjoining properties in accordance with Policy DM01
of the adopted North Devon & Torridge Local Plan.

4.

The boundary treatments as shown on drawing no. 2110_P_02 C and received on 23
September 2021 shall be constructed prior to occupation of each of the units and
maintained and retained in perpetuity.
Reason
To safeguard the privacy of the adjoining properties in accordance with Policies
DM01 and DM04 of the adopted North Devon & Torridge Local Plan.

5.

Prior to the building hereby approved being brought into first use, a bat and bird box
shall be sited on either the south or west elevation of the building hereby approved
and shall be retained thereafter.
Reason
To achieve net gains in biodiversity in compliance with Policies DM08 and ST14 of
the North Devon and Torridge Local Plan and paragraph 174 of the National
Planning Policy Framework.

6.

The access improvement works shall have been completed in accordance with
drawing no. 2110 P08 Rev B prior to occupation of the dwellings and maintained as
such thereafter.
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Reason
To ensure that a suitable access is available for all traffic attracted to the site during
the construction period and thereafter, in the interest of the safety of users of the
adjoining public highway in accordance with Policy DM05 of the North Devon and
Torridge Local Plan.
7.

The car parking spaces and turning area shall be provided for use by the
development as shown on drawing no. 2110_P_02 C prior to occupation of the
dwellings hereby approved and once provided shall not be used for any purpose
other than the parking of vehicles.
Reason
To ensure adequate provision of parking to serve the development in the interest of
highway safety in accordance with policies DM05 and DM06 of the North Devon and
Torridge Local Plan.

8.

During the construction phase of the development, no machinery shall be operated
and no noisy processes shall be undertaken outside the following times:
a) Monday - Friday 08.00-18.00
b) Saturday 08.00-13.00
c) nor at any time on Sunday, Bank or Public Holidays
Reason
To protect the amenity of neighbouring residents in accordance with policies DM01
and DM02 of the North Devon and Torridge Local Plan.

Informatives
1.

Bats and bat roosts are protected by law under Schedule 5 of the Wildlife &
Countryside Act 1981 [as amended], Schedule 2 of the Conservation [Natural
Habitats, &c] Regulations 1994, the Countryside Rights Of Way Act 2000, and the
Conservation of Species and Habitats Regulations 2017. It is an offence to recklessly
or deliberately kill, injure or capture [take] bats, recklessly or deliberately disturb bats,
damage, destroy or obstruct access to bat roosts. For further advice contact the Bat
Helpline 0345 1300 228.

2.

It is an offence under section 1 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as
amended) to intentionally take, damage or destroy the nest of any wild bird while it is
in use or being built. It is strongly recommended that any buildings or land where
consent for work has been granted are checked for nesting birds prior to any work
being undertaken. Where inspection is obscured i.e. Hedgerows, Ivy and in trees of
dense foliage it is advised that work is scheduled for outside the nesting season i.e.
not undertaken between March and August (inclusive). For further advice please
contact the RSPB Southwest Regional Office 01392 432691.

3.

Statement of Engagement
In accordance with paragraph 38 of the National Planning Policy Framework the
Council has worked in a positive and pro-active way and has imposed planning
conditions to enable the grant of planning permission.
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Appendix A

Lynton House, Commercial Road,
Barnstaple, EX31 1EA

74789 - Land at junction of Manor Road
& Vicarage Road, Page
Landkey
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North Devon Council
Report Date: 29th April 2022
Topic: Planning and Enforcement Appeal Decisions received since last report to
Planning Committee. See Agenda for Planning Committee held on 13th April 2022.
Update on Planning Appeal Inquiry re application 60823, land at former Yelland
Power Station.
Report by: Sue Thomas – Senior Planning Support Officer (Appeals)
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. This report is to inform Planning Committee Members of the Planning and
Enforcement Appeal Decisions received from the Planning Inspectorate.
2. RECOMMENDATIONS
2.1. That Members and other interested parties note the appeal decisions
reported.
3. REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS
3.1. The Appeal Decisions are reported for general information and to enable
consideration of any implications they may have on future cases.
4. REPORT
4.1 No Planning or Enforcement Appeal Decisions have been received since the
last Planning Committee (13th April 2022) .
4.2 The Planning Appeal Inquiry in respect of the refused planning application at
the former Yelland Power Station (60823) has now closed in respect of any
further oral or written submissions apart from those requested by the
Inspector (Mr Normington). No other documents, other than those requested,
will be accepted.
4.3 The Inspector will consider all the documents and evidence that has been
submitted and presented to him and will make his decision in due course.
Once the appeal decision has been made it will be published online both on
our website (https://planning.northdevon.gov.uk/Search/Advanced) and on
the Appeals Portal (https://acp.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/)
4.4 The appeal documents remain available to view on our website.
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5. RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS
5.1. Where an application by the appellant for an award of Appeal Costs is
successful it is expected that this will be paid from the Planning budget
(financial resource implication)
5.2. Where an application by the LPA for an award of Appeal Costs from the
appellant is successful it is expected that this will be paid into the Planning
budget (financial resource implication)
5.3. There may be a financial implication if Consultants are employed to confirm
that any claim for Appeal Costs is reasonable/acceptable (financial resource
implication)
5.4. There may be a call on NDC staff (Planning/Legal) to confirm that any claim
for Appeal Costs is reasonable/acceptable (staffing resource implication)
6. EQUALITIES ASSESSMENT
6.1. There are not any equalities implications anticipated as a result of this report.
7. ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
7.1. It is considered by the Author that, as this report is simply to advise Planning
Committee Members and other interested parties of recent Planning and
Enforcement Appeal decisions, there are no Environmental implications
arising from its contents.
8. CORPORATE PRIORITIES
8.1. What impact, positive or negative, does the subject of this report have on:
8.1.1. The commercialisation agenda: - Positive as will learn lessons to
reduce potential costs awards against the Council
8.1.2. Improving customer focus and/or – Positive as will learn lessons for
future consideration
8.1.3. Regeneration or economic development – Positive as will learn lessons
for future consideration
9. CONSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT
9.1. Article of Part 3 Annexe 1 paragraph: - Not applicable
9.2. Referred or delegated power? – Not applicable
10. STATEMENT OF CONFIDENTIALITY
This report contains no confidential information or exempt information under
the provisions of Schedule 12A of 1972 Act.
11. BACKGROUND PAPERS
The following background papers were used in the preparation of this report:
(The background papers are available for inspection and kept by the author
of the report).
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11.1 None.
12. STATEMENT OF INTERNAL ADVICE
The author (below) confirms that advice has been taken from all appropriate
Councillors and Officers:
Sue Thomas – Senior Planning Support Officer (Appeals) - Planning, Housing &
Health
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